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BIOAVAILABILITY DETERMINATION OF DRUGS WITH MICHAELIS-MENTEN

ELIMINATION KINETICS

ABSTRACT

The accuracies of three methods used to determine the bioavail

ability of drugs exhibiting Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics are

evaluated by computer simulation. The methods include: the conven

tional method of giving separate intravenous and oral doses of equal

size, a method based on intravenous dosing of a labeled tracer con

currently with the oral dose, and a method based on modeling elimi

nation of drug from the oral dose with the Michaelis-Menten equation.

The pharmacokinetic model used in the simulations includes a sampling

compartment (body) and a liver from which drug is eliminated; a pe—

ripheral distribution compartment is added to examine the effect of

drug distribution on bioavailability estimation. Oral absorption is

modeled as a first-order process.

A11 of the methods tend to be accurate when the degree of satu

ration of metabolism is low and when elimination is slow relative to

absorption. The conventional method is inaccurate when either the

volume of distribution or the absorption rate constant is small. This

method is often subject to large error when drug absorption is incom

plete. In contrast, the concurrent dosing method is usually more ac

curate when either the volume or the absorption rate constant is small

and is less subject to increases in error when absorption is incom—

plete. The method based on the Michaelis-Menten equation tends to be
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less accurate than the concurrent dosing method but is more accurate

than the conventional method when the volume or the absorption rate

constant is small. Drug distribution to a peripheral compartment tends

to increase the error in bioavailability for both the conventional and

concurrent dosing methods unless only a small fraction of drug in the

body is eliminated during the distribution phase.

Concurrent dosing is the most robust method; it rarely gives an

error greater than 15%. Its accuracy can be improved by either de

laying the intravenous bolus dose or giving the intravenous dose as a

short-term constant-rate infusion. A potentially serious drawback to

this method, however, is the tendency for greatly overestimating bio

availability when there is a lag time in absorption of drug from the

oral dose.
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BIOAVAILABILITY DETERMINATION OF DRUGS WITH MICHAELIS-MENTEN

ELIMINATION KINETICS

OWERWIEW AND GOALS OF DISSERTATION RESEARCH

Bioavailability information is necessary for evaluating drug

products, standardizing drug therapy, and understanding the mechanisms

related to drug absorption and first-pass metabolism. Such information

is required by the Food and Drug Administration for the approval of new

drugs and new drug products. The assessment of bioavailability and the

problems in its estimation have been the subject of numerous articles

in the literature.

Accurate estimation of bioavailability is especially difficult with

drugs that exhibit nonlinear elimination kinetics such as Michaelis

Menten kinetics. Although there are methods that have been specified

for this purpose, there has been little or no investigation into their

potential for error. Because each of these methods is based on assump

tion(s) which may not be correct, substantial error may result from

their use. Hence, investigation of the accuracy of these methods is

an important endeavor.

This dissertation focuses on assessing the accuracy of the three

methods that are most commonly used to estimate the bioavailability of

drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics. The methods include:

the conventional method of separate intravenous and oral dosing; a

method developed specifically for Michaelis-Menten kinetics by Martis

and Levy (1973); and a method based on concurrent intravenous and oral



dosing which was proposed by Kornhauser et al. (1978) to be accurate

for drugs with nonlinear elimination kinetics.

Simulations are done to determine how the accuracy of each method

relates to the value of various pharmacokinetic parameters. The phar

macokinetic conditions which favor accurate bioavailability estimation

and those which do not are determined, and the methods are compared to

see which is the most appropriate for a given circumstance. For the

concurrent dosing method, two modifications are tested to determine if

they improve accuracy.

The dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 presents

background information on the determinants of and uses for bioavail

ability. A brief review of Michaelis-Menten kinetics is given and the

problems that drugs showing Michaelis-Menten kinetics pose with respect

to steady-state dosing and bioavailability assessment are discussed. A

survey of the various methods proposed to determine the bioavailability

of drugs showing Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics is given, and

the theory and potential problems with each of these methods are dis

cussed.

In Chapter 2, the pharmacokinetic model, calculations, and choice

of parameter values used in the simulations are presented. The model

here is appropriate for the study of drugs with one-compartment kine

tics and is used in the simulations in Chapters 3 through 5. A general

approach for the systematic analysis of the accuracy of each method is

developed.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 cover the conventional method, the concur



rent dosing method, and the method of Martis and Levy, respectively.

In each chapter, the theoretical basis for error in bioavailability

is presented. The simulations are presented and explained using spe

cific refinements of the approach developed in Chapter 2 for interpre

ting results. Comparisons of the performances of the above methods

under various pharmacokinetic conditions are made.

Chapter 6 introduces a model appropriate for studying the accu

racy of bioavailability estimation of drugs exhibiting two-compartment

kinetics. The conventional and concurrent dosing methods are evalua

ted with this model. The effects of both rate and extent of drug dis—

tribution are studied and the results are discussed and compared with

the results determined with the one-compartment model.



CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, background information is presented on topics

relevant to the problem of estimating bioavailability of drugs with

Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics. The topics in the first part of

the chapter are general in nature and include: definitions relating to

bioavailability, reasons for low and variable bioavailability, reasons

why one tests for bioavailability, and basic principles behind the

usual procedure of giving separate intravenous and oral doses for

determining bioavailability.

The rest of the chapter contains a review of basic aspects of

Michaelis-Menten kinetics as they relate to drug elimination and

bioavailability testing. The effects of Michaelis-Menten elimina

tion kinetics on bioavailability and on steady-state drug therapy

are discussed; these effects indicate why it is important to have

methods which are capable of accurate bioavailability estimation for

drugs following Michaelis-Menten elimination. Finally, each method

that has been proposed or used for estimating bioavailability of

drugs with Michaelis-Menten kinetics is reviewed, with emphasis on

its theoretical basis and its potential for accuracy problems.



DEFINITIONS RELATING TO BIOAVAILABILITY

Bioavailability is the fraction of a dose that reaches the system

ic circulation intact. After oral dosing, the systemic circulation in

this context includes the entire circulation except for the presystem

ic circulation which carries the drug from the site of absorption to

the vena cava. Absorption is defined as the passage of drug through

any barrier into the circulatory system. For most orally-administered

drugs, this barrier is generally confined to the intestinal mucosa.

Elimination of drug in any tissue or organ in contact with the presys—

temic circulation is deemed first-pass elimination because it occurs

on the first passage through this region.

REASONS FOR LOW BIOAVAILABILITY OF ORAL DOSES

Any source of loss of drug before it reaches the sampling site

results in reduced bioavailability. In general, low bioavailability

results from one or more of the following conditions: insufficient

residence time in the small intestine where absorption takes place,

reactions that compete with drug absorption, and metabolism in the

1iver and lung before drug reaches the sampling site. Figure 1–1

diagrams various sources of loss up to and including hepatic me

tabolism.
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Figure 1-1: A drug, given as a solid, encounters several

barriers and sites of loss in its sequential movement during

gastrointestinal absorption. Dissolution, a prerequisite to

movement across the gut wall, is the first step. Incomplete

dissolution or metabolism in the gut lumen or by enzymes in the

gut wall is a cause of low bioavailability. Removal of drug as

it first passes through the liver further reduces the amount

available to the systemic circulation. This figure was repro

duced from page 12 of Rowland and Tozer (1980) with the per

mission of the publisher, Lea & Febiger.



Insufficient Residence Time

If either dissolution in the luminal fluids or absorption through

the intestinal mucosa does not occur within the time the drug resides

in the intestinal tract, a portion of the administered dose remains

unabsorbed. Because absorption generally occurs by passive diffusion

through lipoidal membranes, slow and incomplete absorption generally

occurs with large highly-polar drugs, such as gentamicin, cromoglycate,

and d-tubocurarine (Sezaki et al., 1981).

Slow dissolution may be associated with the physicochemical

properties of either the drug moiety or the excipients of the dosage

form (Lin and Chien, 1985). Slow dissolution may also result from

manufacturing variables such as the degree of compression used in

tabletting. Dissolution is greatly aided by the processes of deag

gregation and disintegration which increase the surface area of drug

exposed to the gastrointestinal fluids. Thus, when these processes

are slow, they may limit the rate and extent of dissolution. Slow

dissolution has been the reason for low bioavailability of drugs such

as phenytoin, griseofulvin and digoxin. To help overcome this problem,

many approaches, including the proper choice of excipients, salt form,

polymorph and particle size, are used.

Competing Reactions

Bioavailability is sometimes reduced by degradation of drug either

in the gastrointestinal lumen or within the intestinal mucosal cells.

In the lumen, reactions such as acid hydrolysis (penicillin) or enzyma

tic degradation by intestinal microflora, may occur. The latter has



been advantageously used to convert the prodrug sulfasalazine to its

active form, 5-aminosalicylic acid (Peppercorn and Goldman, 1973). A

review of compounds that are metabolized by the intestinal microflora

was given by Scheline (1980). A number of drugs are metabolized by

enzymes within the intestinal mucosa (Hartiala, 1973) although quan

titative data in humans tends to be limited because of difficulty in

quantifying intestinal metabolism separately from hepatic metabolism.

Hepatic Metabolism

A common source of reduced bioavailability is elimination of

drug by the liver before it reaches the sampling site. Because this

elimination occurs during the first pass through the liver, it has

been termed hepatic first-pass metabolism. For a number of drugs,

a high fraction of the dose is eliminated by hepatic first-pass

metabolism (Table 1–1). This fraction is known as the extraction

ratio, ER. The hepatic availability, FH, which is equal to 1 – ER,

is consequently low. The determinants of hepatic availability are

hepatic blood flow (QH), the unbound fraction in blood (fu), and

the intrinsic clearance (CLint). There are several models which

use these determinants to predict hepatic extraction; the equation

for the simplest of these models, the venous—equilibration model,

(Pang and Rowland, 1977) is given below:

FH = ––––––––––––– (1–1)
QH + fu • CLint

When QH >> fu-CLint, FH approaches 1; when QH KK fu - CLint, FH

approaches 0.



Table 1–1 : Drugs with high first-pass
hepatic metabolism

Alprenolol
Chlormethiazole
5–Fluorouracil
Imipramine
Labetolol
Lidocaine
Lorcainide
Metoprolol

Morphine
Nitroglycerin
Phenacetin
Propoxyphene
Propranolol
Salicylamide
Werapamil
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Pulmonary Metabolism

Besides the liver, first-pass metabolism also occurs in the lungs.

Although pulmonary metabolism is a source of reduced input of drug, it

does not effect bioavailability estimation because the intravenous ref

erence dose is subject to the same degree of pulmonary first-pass as

is the oral dose.

Direct measurement of pulmonary extraction is generally not done

because it requires invasive catheterization of the right ventricle or

of the pulmonary artery. Because of difficulties in studying pulmonary

elimination in humans, most information on pulmonary metabolism has

been obtained from animal studies (Gram, 1980).

FACTORS THAT MODIFY BIOAVAILABILITY

Bioavailability is often modified by factors such as food intake

(Melander, 1978; Toothaker and Welling, 1980), concurrent drug ad—

ministration (Mayersohn, 1979; Neuvonen, 1981), and disease states

(Parsons, 1977; Blaschke and Rubin, 1979; Williams and Benet, 1980).

Intake of food is briefly discussed here to show the diverse effects

it can have on bioavailability (Lin and Chien, 1985). Food intake

results in an increase in hepatic blood flow (Melander and McLean,

1983). According to Equation 1–1, bioavailability should increase

as blood flow increases; this is seen with propranolol, metoprolol,

labetolol, and hydralazine (Melander and McLean, 1983). Food also

results in a decreased rate of stomach emptying. Slower emptying

can: increase the bioavailability of drugs with slow dissolution,
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such as nitrofurantoin; or in theory, decrease the bioavailability

of drugs that are hydrolyzed in the stomach. Intestinal motility

is also decreased by food, which increases the mean residence time

of drugs at the absorption site. Thus riboflavin, which is actively

absorbed in a limited region of the intestine, undergoes an increase

in bioavailability when given with food (Levy and Jusko, 1966). A

large amount of fat in meals is thought to increase the bioavail

ability of poorly soluble griseofulvin by causing secretion of bile

which acts as a solubilizing agent for the drug (Bates et al., 1966).

As a last example, the bioavailability of tetracycline is reduced

when the antibiotic forms a complex with calcium contained in milk

(Neuvonen, 1976).

REASONS FOR BIOAVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT

History

Until the early 1970's, little was known about the factors that

influence bioavailability. It was generally believed that products

containing the same amount of drug would have the same degree of ef

ficacy. With the advent of analytical methods for measuring therapeu

tic concentrations of drug in blood, it became apparent that not all

seemingly-equivalent dosage forms yielded the same bioavailability.

As more drug products were tested, the number of those which showed

bioavailability problems, or the potential for such, became larger.

These problems, in some cases, were shown to be responsible for ther

apeutic failures.
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The need for bioavailability studies was reinforced by the pro

liferation of generic drug products and the controversy over whether

of not they could be assumed bioequivalent to established products

(Bolton, 1983). Drug products are bioeguivalent if they exhibit the

same rate and extent of absorption when administered to an individual

under similar conditions. In response to large increases in the number

of documented bioavailability problems with marketed drugs, the Amer

ican Pharmaceutical Association Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences

prepared a document entitled "Guidelines for Biopharmaceutical Studies

in Man" (Anonymous, 1972). Following this, the Drug Bioeguivalence

Study Panel (Anonymous, 1974) proposed a series of recommendations

concerning the need for bioavailability studies to establish bioe

quivalence among drug products. In 1975, the Food and Drug Admini

stration promulgated a series of regulations for bioeguivalence (Anon

ymous, 1975). These regulations were finalized in February of 1977

(Anonymous, 1977).

Bioavailability Testing in Drug Development

Bioavailability testing is important at various stages of drug

development. Early bioavailability testing is helpful in assessing

if a drug candidate has potential problems that might reduce its de

livery to the systemic circulation (Cabana, 1984). This information

can prevent expensive and time-consuming studies on a poorly-bio

available compound. Bioavailability is also used to help interpret

data obtained in preclinical pharmacologic and toxicologic studies

by facilitating the calculation of effective doses. Before starting
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human studies, bioavailability testing may be employed to predict

which formulation has the best potential for good and reproducible

release characteristics in man.

At the beginning of clinical testing, bioavailability determina

tion may be used to test the intrinsic absorption characteristics of a

drug candidate and the effect of formulation on its delivery. Initial

bioavailability data can be used to guide dosing in clinical testing

(Cabana, 1984). As with preclinical studies, bioavailability data can

be used to help interpret data on safety and efficacy obtained from

clinical trials.

The Food and Drug Administration usually requires bioavailability

determination before new drugs are marketed. The primary indications

for bioavailability testing are given in a review by Bolton (1983) and

the most important ones are listed here. Firstly, bioavailability data

is a basic requirement for all drugs not yet marketed. For new formu

lations and new dosage forms of drugs already approved, bioavailabili

ty testing is used to determine if bioequivalence is achieved. This

is especially important for drugs with expected problems such as poor

dissolution, high first-pass metabolism, instability in the gastric

fluids, low therapeutic index, and nonlinear pharmacokinetics. For

previously marketed drugs, bioavailability is used when there are

changes in manufacturing and when changes in labeling are made for

either new indications or for new dosage regimens for special popu

lations.

Data obtained from preclinical and clinical studies usually have

scientific merit over and above their value in drug development. The
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results may contain scientifically-useful information about the pharma

cokinetics, pharmacodynamics, or metabolism of a drug. Prelinical and

clinical studies are a major source of such data which can often be

used to explain the mechanisms that affect bioavailability. Bioavail—

ability testing is also used as a basic research tool, apart from its

use in drug development.

DETERMINATION OF BIOAVAILABILITY UNDER CONDITIONS OF FIRST-ORDER

ELIMINATION

Bioavailability determination is based on the principle that the

amount of drug reaching the systemic circulation is equal to the amount

eliminated from the systemic circulation. This amount is equal to the

product of clearance, CLpo, and the area—under-the-plasma—concentra

tion-versus-time curve, AUCpo, of the oral dose, thus:

F. Dpo = CLpo AUCpo (1–2)

where F is bioavailability and Dpo is the oral dose. Because CLpo

cannot be determined from an oral dose, an intravenous reference dose

is given separately with the assumption that its clearance, CLiv, is

equal to CLpo. Assuming that the bioavailability of the intravenous

dose is equal to one, its clearance is given as:

CLiv = Div/AUCiv (1–3)

where Div is the intravenous dose and AUCiv is the area—under-the

plasma—concentration-versus-time curve resulting from the intravenous
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dose. Dividing Equation 1–3 into Equation 1-2 gives:

AUCpo Div CLpo
F = ------ * —- * –––– (1-4)

AUCiv Dpo CLiv

and when the clearances are equal:

AUCpo Div
F = —--- * ––– (1–5)

AUCiv Dpo

When CLiv and CLpo differ as a result of time dependent or dose

dependent changes, error results from using Equation 1–5. Differences

between CLiv and CLpo often show up as differences in half-life, ti/2,

as governed by the relationship:

tl/2 = ——----- (1-6)
clearance

Thus, when volume of distribution (W) is constant, differences in CLiv

and CLpo can be approximated (inversely) by differences in observed

half-lives (Gibaldi and Perrier, 1982):

AUCpo Div tl/2, iv
F = ------ * ––– º ––––––– (1–7)

AUCiv Dpo tl/2, po

Several factors can alter the above relationship between half-life and

clearance, and must be considered before using Equation 1-7. These

include: differences in volume of distribution after intravenous and

oral dosing, elimination that is limited by the rate of absorption

(flip-flop), and substantial drug distribution. A more comprehensive
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means for correcting for differences in clearance has been described by

Till et al. (1974).

In bioavailability testing, it is not always possible or necessary

to use an intravenous reference dose to calculate bioavailability. For

example, when bioeguivalence is tested, the reference dose may be an

oral dosage form previously established as having therapeutic value

(Gibaldi and Perrier, 1982). The bioavailability that is determined in

this manner is called the relative bioavailability, F(rel), (as opposed

to the "absolute" bioavailability in Equation 1-7) and is calculated as

follows:

AUCpo Dpo(ref) t1/2, po(ref)
F(rel) = × * ----------- (1–8)

AUCpo(ref) Dpo tl/2, po

where (ref) denotes values for the reference dose. Again, changes in

clearance are approximated by changes in half-life under the assumption

that volume is constant.

BIOAVAILABILITY AND MICHAELIS–MENTEN ELIMINATION KINETICS

Equations 1–4 through 1–8 are valid for drugs that follow first

order elimination kinetics. When kinetics are first-order, the rate

of elimination is proportional to the concentration of drug in contact

with the metabolizing enzymes. The elimination of certain drugs, how

ever, is limited by the number of enzyme sites available for metab

olism. In this case, the kinetics are no longer first-order and an

upper limit to the rate of elimination is approached. For this reason

they are said to be saturable. A common model for saturable kinetics
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is that of Michaelis—Menten (Piszkiewicz, 1977). Here, the drug (Dr)

combines with the enzyme (E) to form a complex (Dr:E) that rearranges

to form a product (P) and regenerate the enzyme:

Dr + E = Dr: E → P + E (1–9)

Michaelis—Menten elimination has important effects on bioavail—

ability and its determination including: making bioavailability depen

dent on dose and input rate (Barr et al., 1973; Rowland, 1973; Pond

and Tozer, 1984); producing steady-state plasma concentrations that

are highly sensitive to changes in bioavailability (Winter and Tozer,

1986); and increasing error in bioavailability estimation (Martis and

Levy, 1973; Jusko et al., 1976). The sensitivity of steady-state con

centrations to changes in bioavailability increases the need for accu

rate bioavailability estimation, yet Michaelis-Menten elimination tends

to make bioavailability estimates less accurate. In light of this, it

is important to evaluate the accuracy of the methods used to determine

the bioavailability of drugs with Michaelis-Menten kinetics, and if

necessary, attempt to improve them.

Description of Michaelis-Menten Kinetics

The Michaelis-Menten equation describes rate of elimination as:

Wmax" Csite
Rate = ---------- (1–10)

Km + Csite

where Wmax is the maximum rate of elimination, Km is the Michaelis pa

rameter, and Csite is the unbound concentration at the site of elimina

tion. When Csite KK Km, elimination is first-order, which is the case
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for most drugs within the range of their therapeutic concentrations.

When Csite XX Km, the rate of elimination approaches Wmax. The rela

tionship between Csite and the rate of elimination is given in Figure

1–2. The effect of Michaelis-Menten kinetics on enzyme activity is

sometimes described in terms of the ratio of elimination rate to the

concentration at the enzyme site, a value commonly referred to as

intrinsic clearance (Lin et al., 1986):

Wmax
CLint = ---------- (1–11)

Km + Csite

It should be noted that some sources refer to intrinsic clearance as

Wmax/Km (Wagner et al., 1984), but this definition is not as useful for

describing enzyme activity under saturable conditions. Henceforth, the

definition in Equation 1-11 will be applied.

Michaelis-Menten kinetics is observed for a few drugs at thera

peutic doses in man (Table 1–2) and at doses frequently used in animal

studies. For a given drug, one or more Michaelis-Menten elimination

pathways may exist. Propranolol, for example, has four Michaelis

Menten pathways (Silber et al., 1983). Michaelis—Menten and first

order pathways often occur in parallel; salicylate for example has two

Michaelis-Menten and three linear pathways (Levy et al., 1972). War

ious elimination mechanisms other than metabolism can be described by

the Michaelis-Menten kinetic model. These mechanisms include: active

renal tubular secretion (nitrofurantoin) (Watari et al., 1983); tubular

reabsorption (cephapirin) (Arvidsson et al., 1979); biliary secretion

(dibromosulfophthalein) (Meijer et al., 1984); and active transport
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Figure 1–2: Simulated relationship between the elimination rate

and the concentration of drug at the site of elimination for a

drug following Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics. The

elimination rate is expresed as a fraction of Wmax; the con

centration is related to Km, the concentration at which the

rate is one-half maximum.
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Table 1–2: Drugs exhibiting Michaelis-Menten elimi
nation kinetics or saturable first-pass metabolism
presumably due to Michaelis-Menten kinetics in man*

Michaelis-Menten Saturable First-Pass

Diflunisal(a)
Ethanol
4-Hydroxybutyric acid
4-Methylpyrazole
Nitrofurantoin
Phenytoin
Salicylic acid (a)
Theophylline (b)

Alprenolol
5–Fluorouracil(c)
Hydralazine
Lorcainide
Methoxysalen
Metoprolol
Phenacetin
Propoxyphene
Propranolol
Salicylamide(c)
Thymidine(c)

*Some drugs follow additional nonlinear mechanisms:
(a) saturable binding to plasma proteins; (b)urine
flow-dependence; (c)dose-dependent changes in half
life
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into the hepatocytes (galactose) (Keiding et al., 1976). Of these

saturable processes, metabolism is the most commonly-encountered.

Pharmacokinetic Consequences of Michaelis-Menten Kinetics

Michaelis-Menten elimination of drugs has been reviewed by Wagner

(1973) and Gibaldi and Perrier (1982). After a single intravenous

dose, Michaelis-Menten kinetics is recognized either by convex cur

vature on a log-linear plot or by a hockey-stick shape (Wagner, 1973)

when the ordinate scale is linear (Figure 1–3). After oral dosing,

the same effects may be seen during the elimination phase when drug

absorption is over.

A major feature of Michaelis-Menten elimination is the dispropor—

tionate increase in the area—under-the-plasma—concentration-versus

time curve (AUC) with dose. Michaelis-Menten elimination also causes

an increased sensitivity of steady-state concentrations to variation

in pharmacokinetic parameters (Winter and Tozer, 1986). Because of

these features, drugs such as phenytoin require individualized dosing

regimens and frequent monitoring of their plasma concentrations to

maintain plasma levels in the therapeutic range (Winter and Tozer,

1986).

Michaelis-Menten Kinetics. During First-Pass. Oral drug administra

tion tends to result in high concentrations of drug entering the liver

because, upon absorption, drug goes directly into the hepato-portal

circulation (Rowland, 1973; Pond and Tozer, 1984). As a consequence, a

number of orally-administered drugs exhibit saturable metabolism during
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Figure 1–3: Typical concentration-time profiles for intravenously

administered drug eliminated by Michaelis-Menten kinetics plotted on

linear (graph a) and logarithmic (graph b) concentration scales.
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the oral absorption phase but first-order kinetics during the elimina

tion phase. For drugs that are normally eliminated by first-pass me

tabolism, this saturation may reduce the degree of first-pass elimi

nation. Drugs for which this occurs are said to exhibit saturable

first-pass metabolism (or saturable presystemic elimination) (Table

1-2). Although not as common, a drug may exhibit saturable elimina

tion during both the absorption and elimination phases. Ethanol is

an example of such a drug (Wilkinson et al., 1977a).

Saturable first-pass is generally recognized by a disproportionate

increase in the value of AUCpo when the oral dose size is increased

(Figure 1–4). This increase in the ratio of AUCpo/Dpo is attributed to

an increase in bioavailability and a decrease in the clearance of the

oral dose, as predicted by the following rearrangement of Equation 1-1:

AUCpo F
--

(1–12)
Dpo CLpo

The separate changes in clearance and bioavailability cannot be

determined from the oral dose alone. For drugs that are eliminated to

a large extent under first-order conditions (e.g., when the volume of

distribution is large), it is unlikely that clearance changes greatly

with dose. Bioavailability, however, is expected to change more than

clearance because the greatest degree of saturation tends to occur when

drug is being absorbed. From this standpoint, the best estimate of

bioavailability occurs when the clearances of the intravenous and oral

doses show the same degree of dose-dependence. Unfortunately, they are

not always the same (Shand and Rangno, 1972; Johnsson et al., 1975).
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Figure 1-4: Disproportionate increases of the area—under-the

plasma-concentration-time-curve occurring with increases in the

size of a single oral dose of alprenolol. This figure was re

produced from Ablad et al. (1972) with the permission of the

publisher, Springer-Verlag, Inc.
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Consequences of Michaelis-Menten Kinetics on Bioavailability. As

described in Equation 1–1, the fraction of drug that escapes metab

olism in the liver (hepatic availability) is a function of hepatic

blood flow, intrinsic clearance, and the fraction unbound in blood.

When elimination is described by the venous equilibration model and

follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics, the expression for intrinsic

clearance (Equation 1-11) can be substituted into Equation 1-1,

giving:

QH
FH = (1–13)

QH + fu "Wmax/(Km + Csite)

According to Equation 1-13, hepatic availability is influenced by

concentration of drug at the enzyme site and is increased when concen

tration is increased. From this, it can be concluded that the bioa

vailability of an orally-administered drug showing Michaelis-Menten

first-pass metabolism tends to be greater under conditions in which

the average concentration entering the liver is greater. For example,

Rowland (1973) showed by simulation that higher values of bioavail

ability result as the first-order absorption rate constant and dose

are increased. Bioavailability was decreased, on the other hand, as

volume of distribution is increased because of lower concentrations

of drug in the systemic circulation and thus lower concentrations en

tering the 1iver. Increases in the bioavailability of ethanol with

both dose (Wilkinson et al., 1977a) and input rate (Wilkinson et al.,

1977b) have been noted.
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Effect of Changes in Bioavailability on Steady-State Concentrations.

Besides influencing bioavailability, Michaelis-Menten elimination is

responsible for increasing the sensitivity of the steady-state plasma

concentration, Css, to changes in bioavailability (Winter and Tozer,

1986). The relationship between steady-state concentration and bioa

vailability is derived from the expression for the rate of elimination

at steady-state for drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics:

F. R = ––––––––– (1–14)

where R is the dosing rate. Rearranging Equation 1–14 in terms of Css

gives:

Css = —-------- (1–15)

When F. R approaches Wmax, the denominator approaches zero and Css in

creases disproportionally with changes in bioavailability (Figure 1–5).

When F. R exceeds Wmax, however, Equation 1–15 is invalid because a

steady-state concentration is not achieved.

Phenytoin is a low extraction ratio drug that is eliminated by

Michaelis-Menten kinetics. It has a history of therapeutic failures

associated with changing formulations during the course of treatment

(Cabana, 1984). Because the extent of absorption of phenytoin has

been shown to be affected by formulation variables, these failures

are presumably due to the effect of differing bioavailabilities

(Cabana, 1984). The potential for bioavailability changes to affect

the steady-state concentration of phenytoin was highlighted in a sim—
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Figure 1–5: Steady-state concentration as a function of

bioavailability for a drug with Michaelis-Menten elimination

kinetics. The parameters used in this simulation are Wmax =

500 mg/day, Km = 4 mg/liter, and dosing rate = 450 mg/day.

These are typical parameters for phenytoin patients (Winter and

Tozer, 1986).
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ulation study by Winter and Tozer (1986). When bioavailability was

changed from 92 to 100% in a patient with typical parameter values

the steady-state plasma concentration increased more than 60%.

According to Equation 1–15, an increase in the dosing rate of a

drug with Michaelis-Menten kinetics can also cause a disproportionate

increase in the steady-state plasma concentration. Besides directly

affecting the steady-state plasma concentration, when there is first

pass metabolism, an increased dosing rate causes bioavailability to

increase, which also leads to an increase in steady-state concentra

tions. Such behavior is seen with propranolol (Silber et al., 1983),

and similar dose-dependent behavior is reflected in single dose data

for lorcainide (Jahnchen et al., 1979) and alprenolol (Ablad et al.,

1972).

Michaelis-Menten Elimination and Error in Bioavailability Estimation

As previously mentioned, Michaelis-Menten kinetics make accurate

determination of bioavailability more difficult than when elimination

is first-order. This problem is a result of the tendency for the

clearances of the intravenous and oral doses to be different when

elimination is saturable, even when equal-size doses are given.

Clearance differs because of the tendency of intravenous and oral

inputs to result in different concentration-time profiles of drug

entering the liver. The dose resulting in the higher concentrations

has the lower total clearance. This problem has prompted various

investigators to develop methods to determine the bioavailability of

drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics or other forms of

nonlinear elimination.
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BIOAWAILABILITY ESTIMATION FOR MICHAELIS-MENTEN DRUGS

Model Dependent Methods

Martis and Levy (1973) were first to develop a method of bioavail

ability estimation for drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination kine

tics. Bioavailability is estimated with the following equation which

has a term for parallel first-order elimination:
co

F(est) = (1/Dpo) • ||-------- + k - W - C dt (1–16)

where F(est) is the estimated value of bioavailability, C is the con

centration of drug that is measured in the systemic circulation (body),

k is the first-order elimination rate constant, and W is the volume of

distribution.

To understand the advantages and limitations of this method, it

is useful to examine the assumptions made in deriving Equation 1-16.

Starting with the Michaelis-Menten equation (Equation 1–10), it is

assumed that the extraction ratio is low so that the concentration of

drug at the enzyme site is approximately equal to the concentration

entering the eliminating organ, Cin, after the oral dose:

Wmax" Cin
Rate = —————— (1–17)

The rate given here is the total rate of elimination of drug. Bioa

vailability calculation, however, is based on the rate of elimination

of drug from the body (systemic circulation), designated as Rate(sys),

which is less than the total rate of elimination when first-pass elim
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-ination occurs in the liver. The rate of elimination of drug from the

body compared to the total rate of elimination is simply the ratio of

the corresponding concentrations:

---------
- --- (1–18)

Equation 1-18 assumes that the concentration of drug in the body is

homogeneous so that wherever drug is sampled, the concentration is

the same as that of the systemic component of drug entering the liver.

This condition is assured when one-compartment kinetics are followed.

Substituting the right hand side of Equation 1-17 into Equation 1-18

and rearranging gives:

Rate(sys) = -------- (1–19)

Bioavailability can then be calculated as follows:

oo Wmax • C

F(est) = (1/Dpo) • ■ –––––––––– dt (1–20)0 (Km + Cin)

To arrive at Equation 1-16, Martis and Levy assumed that C is equal

*S Cin and added a term for first-order elimination.

Jusko et al. (1976) were the first to use this method in vivo,

doing so in a study of the bioavailability of phenytoin in man. They

Sompared the results of this method with those obtained with the con

Ventional method. The method of Martis and Levy gave a result of

O. 98+0.07 (mean tSD) compared to 0.87 t O. 14 for the conventional
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method (p<0.05). The lower result of the conventional method was

stated to be a consequence of the slow oral absorption of pheny

toin which caused metabolism to show less saturability with the oral

dose than with the intravenous dose. In this study, phenytoin had a

minor distribution phase averaging less than 2% of the total AUC and

a very low hepatic extraction ratio. Thus, the assumptions of one

compartment kinetics and a low extraction ratio were followed. There

was no independent verification of the actual bioavailability of

phenytoin in this study, however.

For phenytoin and other drugs subject to Michaelis-Menten elim

ination in the liver, the assumption that the concentration of drug

in the body is equal to the concentration entering the liver is not

correct and, thus, may be a source of error in bioavailability es—

timation. When oral absorption occurs, the concentration of drug

entering the liver is the sum of the recirculating (body) concen—

tration and that of drug being absorbed into the portal blood, Cabs:

Cin = C + Cabs (1–21)

This equation assumes that blood in the hepatic artery and portal vein

mix before entering the liver.

When absorption is first-order, the concentration resulting from

input is largest at the time of dosing while the concentration in the

sampling compartment begins at zero. Hence, there is a period of time

during which the concentration entering the liver is substantially

larger than that in the systemic circulation. Because of Michaelis–

Menten kinetics, underestimating the concentration entering the liver
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results in overestimating the rates of elimination and bioavailabili

ty (Equation 1-16). It is not known how much error is associated with

the method of Martis and Levy under various pharmacokinetic conditions.

Analysis of the accuracy of this method is thus an important area for

investigation. It should be pointed out, however, that the method of

Martis and Levy is convenient because it allows estimation of bioa

vailability without determining the values of the first-order absorp

tion rate constant, the fraction of the dose reaching the hepatic

circulation, and the hepatic blood flow.

Returning to the issue of extraction ratio, the reason why the

method of Martis and Levy requires a low one is that, with this method,

elimination is based on the concentration entering the liver rather

than that at the enzyme site. If the extraction ratio changes sub

stantially during elimination, the apparent value of Km, based on the

concentration entering the liver, also changes. This may result in a

poor fit of the Michaelis-Menten equation to the concentration-time

data, potentially causing error in bioavailability estimation.

The requirement for a low hepatic extraction ratio can be cir

cumvented by using the correct hepatic model (e.g., the venous equil

ibration model) that allows estimation of drug concentration at the

enzyme site. In practice, this may be difficult because it requires

modeling hepatic elimination and determination of hepatic blood flow.

This modification is used, however, in all further discussion and

testing of the method of Martis and Levy.
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Keller and Scholle (1981) presented another method for estimating

the bioavailability for drugs showing Michaelis-Menten kinetics in the

liver. Their method is based on the assumption that drug in the body

does not recirculate to the liver; and thus this method is expected to

be inaccurate. The method of Keller and Scholle has the advantage over

that of Martis and Levy of using an analytical equation to find bioa

vailability, but has the disadvantage of requiring determination of the

first-order absorption rate constant, a value which is difficult to

determine under Michaelis-Menten conditions. Furthermore, it assumes

that the entire dose is absorbed. The authors showed their method to

give bioavailabilities for ethanol similar to those obtained by the

method of Martis and Levy (Wilkinson et al., 1977a).

Weng-Pederson (1985) suggested that when elimination is nonlinear,

an empirical function describing the concentration dependence of elim

ination can be used for bioavailability estimation. When multiplied by

the concentration of drug in the body, this function gives the rate of

elimination. Thus, it can be considered a clearance function. Because

its value tends to change with time, it can be defined as the instan

taneous clearance and is denoted by CL(t). Accordingly, bioavailabil

ity is calculated as follows:

F(est) = (i■ ºo): ■ cio-c dt (1–22)

Basically, this approach is the same as that of Martis and Levy,

except that it is more general and can be used for concentration

dependent nonlinearities other than Michaelis-Menten kinetics. As
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with the method of Martis and Levy, this method also neglects the

effect that potentially-high portal concentrations have on the value

of clearance during the absorption phase when hepatic elimination

predominates. Furthermore, when elimination does in fact occur by

Michaelis-Menten kinetics, an empirical function might not describe

elimination as well as the Michaelis-Menten equation.

The method of Weng-Pederson does have the advantage of applying

to other types of nonlinear disposition, such as saturable plasma

protein binding which occurs, for example, with disopyramide (Meffin

et al., 1979). There are many instances, however, in which concen—

tration itself is not adequate to describe nonlinear elimination

(Galinsky and Levy, 1981; Dayton and Sanders, 1983; Waschek et al.,

1985) and in such instances, the method of Weng-Pederson cannot be

used unless some other variables or combination of variables are used

to describe elimination.

Model–Independent Methods

The three approaches discussed so far require estimation of model

parameters and two of them assume one-compartment kinetics. These

characteristics make their practical use somewhat difficult and subject

to error.

Concurrent Intravenous and Oral Dosing. Another approach to es

timating the bioavailability of drugs with Michaelis-Menten (or other

nonlinear) kinetics is to administer an intravenous reference dose as

a labeled tracer at the same time that the oral dose is given (Korn—

º
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hauser et al., 1978; Kasuya et al., 1985; Waschek et al., 1984, 1985).

Bioavailability is calculated according to Equation 1–5. Kornhauser

et al. suggested that this method works by "avoiding [the effect of]

known dose-dependent kinetics seen following oral administration of

single doses", thus enabling accurate bioavailability estimation of

drugs with dose-dependent kinetics. Their suggestion implies that

drug from both the intravenous and oral doses is subject to the same

degree of saturation, resulting in equal values of clearance. This

hypothesis is correct, however, only when the intravenous and oral

concentration-time profiles are similar, that is, when absorption is

much faster than elimination. The degree of error entailed in using

this method under other conditions has not been determined.

Compared to the other methods discussed, concurrent dosing has the

advantage of requiring few assumptions about the appropriate pharmaco

kinetic model. It also avoids the effect of changes in clearance that

may occur between separate administrations of oral and intravenous

doses.

In a study of the dose-dependent first-pass metabolism of sali–

cylamide in dogs, Waschek et al. (1984) modified this method by de

laying intravenous tracer dose administration for four minutes after

the oral dose was given. This was done in an attempt to compensate

for the slower oral input. Whether or not bioavailability estimation

was improved here was not determined. It might be surmised, however,

that better accuracy would result if the delay substantially increases

the similarity of the concentration-time profiles.
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Øie and Jung (1979) have developed a method that is appropriate

for drugs with nonlinear renal excretion. When nonlinear elimination

is restricted to the renal excretion and there is no renal metabolism,

the amount eliminated by the nonlinear route can be measured directly

in urine. Thus, bioavailability can be calculated as follows:

CLXr “AUCpo + Aex
F(est) = —------------- (1–23)

Dpo

where CLXr is the extrarenal clearance and Aex is the amount of drug

excreted in the urine. This method bypasses the problem of using

clearance to estimate the amount of drug eliminated by the nonlinear

pathway.

NEED FOR ASSESSING THE ACCURACY OF BIOAVAILABILITY ESTIMATION

Recent articles show that there is a lack of appreciation of the

potential error that can occur when assessing bioavailability of drugs

with nonlinear elimination kinetics. The conventional method is almost

always used without reference to its potential for error (Suzuki et

al., 1974; Talseth, 1976; Alvan et al., 1977; Christophidis et al.,

1978; Jahnchen et al., 1979; Iwamoto and Watanabe, 1985; Morita et al.,

1986). The lack of discussion on the potential for error in bioavail—

ability also applies to the studies in which the methods of Martis and

Levy (Jusko et al., 1976; Wilkinson et al., 1977a,b; Lettieri and Fung,

1979; Jung et al., 1980) and concurrent dosing (Kornhauser et al.,

1978; Kasuya et al., 1985) have been used. This does not mean that the
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methods are always inaccurate, but the possibility for a large degree

of error is present and the investigators may be unaware of it. This

dissertation, thus, addresses the questions concerning the accuracy of

each method, and in doing so, attempts to create a rational way to

approach the problem of bioavailability estimation for drugs eliminated

by Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a description of the pharmacokinetic model

and calculations used in the simulations and introduces the basis for

explaining and predicting the accuracy of the conventional method, the

concurrent dosing method, and the method of Martis and Levy. In the

first part of this chapter, model selection is discussed. An anatomic

and physiologic description of the model is presented and experimental

support is given for the assumptions used. Basic calculations relating

to hepatic extraction are presented. After discussing the model, the

sequence of calculations used in simulating drug input and disposition

after intravenous and oral doses are given and the methods of calcula

ting bioavailability are presented.

The theoretical basis for error and its determination is intro

duced in the last section of the chapter. How time-dependent values of

clearance and concentration in the sampling compartment can be used to

explain the accuracy characteristics of each method is shown. More

detail on the evaluation of the accuracy of each method is given in

Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
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SIMULATION MODEL

The choice of a pharmacokinetic model is an important aspect of

this study. The model chosen is as simple as possible and yet includes

the anatomic features necessary for testing the accuracy of each method

of bioavailability estimation. The simulation model, Figure 2–1, meets

the requirement for simplicity by: being limited to a single distribu

tion compartment (the hepatic volume is negligible); having elimination

occur only in the liver by a single metabolic pathway; and showing no

binding of drug to components in blood or liver. At the same time, it

includes the basic anatomic characteristics (lacking in a true one

compartment model) necessary for simulating oral absorption of drug

into the blood entering the liver. As described later in this chapter,

this characteristic is necessary for testing the accuracy of each

method. Other important features of the model include: first-order

absorption kinetics, Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics, and the

venous—equilibration model to describe hepatic elimination. In Chapter

6, a pharmacokinetic kinetic model that incorporates a peripheral

distribution compartment is used.

Distribution

Use of a single distribution compartment is based on the assump

tion that equilibration of drug between the tissues and blood is rapid

relative to drug elimination. The disposition of a number of drugs has

been adequately described by this model. The assumption that the liver

has a negligible volume is made because the liver is small relative

to the body and is highly perfused so that drug equilibrates rapidly
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Figure 2–1: Simulation model which includes the sampling com—

partment and the liver (hepatic compartment). Elimination

occurs in the liver according to the venous equilibration

model, and follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Wmax is the

maximum rate of metabolism and Km is the Michaelis constant.

Hepatic blood flow is denoted QH. The liver is assumed to have

negligible volume; thus the model has a single distribution

compartment and an apparent volume of distribution, W., equal to

that of the sampling compartment. An oral dose, Dpo, is input

from the absorption site by first-order kinetics governed by

the rate constant, ka. The fraction of the oral dose absorbed

(reaching the portal circulation) is denoted by f. An intra

venous dose, Div, is input directly into the sampling compart

tment.
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between the liver and blood. The effect of distribution to a peri

pheral compartment on the prediction of accuracy is investigated in

Chapter 6.

Hepatic Elimination Model

The assumption that drug is eliminated only in the liver is sup

ported by the large number of drugs that are eliminated primarily by

hepatic metabolism. Furthermore, hepatic metabolism is the elimina

tion mechanism that most commonly follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the presence of Michaelis-Menten kinetics

makes it necessary to use a specific hepatic model to depict the con

centration profile of drug in the liver. Several models have been

presented in the literature, including: the venous equilibration, si

nusoidal perfusion (Winkler et al., 1973), distributed (Bass et al.,

1978), and dispersion (Roberts and Rowland, 1985) models.

A detailed discussion of these models is beyond the scope of this

dissertation; it suffices to say that all models, except the venous

equilibration model, result in concentration gradients of drug along

the length of the sinusoids. According to the venous equilibration

model, which is used in the simulations, the blood in the liver is

subject to backmixing which is rapid enough to result in a uniform

concentration of drug throughout the sinusoids. This model remains

debatable, however, because there are both anatomical reasons and ex

perimental data (Weisiger, 1986) to show that concentration gradients

do exist in the liver. Nevertheless, studies have shown the venous

equilibration model to adequately describe the elimination of a number
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of drugs (Pang and Rowland, 1977; Ahmad et al., 1983; Jones et al.,

1984).

Hepatic Extraction Calculations

The rate of hepatic elimination can be given in terms of hepatic

blood flow, QH, and concentrations entering, Cin, and leaving, Cout,

the liver:

Rate = QH' (Cin — Cout) (2–1)

The hepatic extraction ratio, ER, is equal to the rate of elimination

(Equation 2–1) divided by the rate of presentation of drug, Q-Cin.

Thus:

Cin — Cout
ER = —-------- (2–2)

The hepatic availability, FH, which is the fraction of drug escaping

loss in the liver, is equal to 1 – ER. Subtracting the right-hand

side of Equation 2–2 from 1 gives:

FH = Cout/Cin (2–3)

Clearance is defined as the rate of elimination divided by the con

centration of drug entering the liver.

CL = Rate/Cin (2-4)

From Equations 2–1 to 2–4, clearance can also be defined as follows:

CL = QH. ER = QH- (1 – FH) = QH. (1 – Cout/Cin) (2–5)
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In Chapter 1, it was shown that when Michaelis-Menten kinetics are

followed, hepatic availability increases as the concentration of drug

at the enzyme site, Cout, increases. The equation for hepatic avail—

ability (Equation 1—13) is given here in terms of Cout (equal to Csite

when the venous-equilibration model is used) and Cin:

Cout QH
-: (2-6)

Cin QH + fu "Wmax/(Km + Cout)

To determine Cout as a function of Cin without requiring an iterative

solution, Equation 2–6 must be put into a closed form. Cross multi

plication gives:

Cout" | QH + --------- = QH-Cin (2–6a)

Multiplying both sides by (Km + Cout) and gathering terms results in

the following quadratic expression:

Coutº-QH + Cout-(Kn-QH - Cin-QH + fu-Vmax) - QH-Cin-Km - 0 (2–7)

The expression for Cout is thus:

-b + Whº 4-QH*-Cin-Kn
Cout = (2–8)

2-QH

where b = (Km-QH – Cin QH + fu "Wmax). Dividing Equation 2–8 by Cin and

substituting into the right-hand expression in Equation 2–5 results in

an explicit solution for clearance as a function of Cin.
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In Figure 2–2, the relationship between clearance and Cin is

given as a function of the extraction ratio occurring when elimina

tion is first-order. The value of Km used in this simulation is 10

pM and hepatic blood flow is 1.5 liters/min. When extraction ratio

is low, clearance is sensitive to changes in Cin but as ER increases,

there is an increasing range of entering concentrations at which

clearance is not significantly reduced, even when the concentrations

are greater than Km.

In a subsequent section entitled ERROR IN BIOAVAILABILITY, the

concentration-dependence of clearance is shown to be an important

factor for evaluating the accuracy of the methods of bioavailability

estimation. This clearance term is also time-dependent because the

concentration of drug entering the liver changes with time after

dosing. It is, thus, referred to as the instantaneous clearance.

Oral Drug Input

Oral absorption is modeled as a first-order process because

plasma—concentration-time data can often be fit by assuming first

order input. First-order kinetics have been shown to describe both

gastric emptying (Stubbs, 1977) and the absorption of drug through

the intestinal mucosa (Yorgey et al., 1986).

Orally-absorbed drug passes directly into the blood entering the

liver. This process must be modeled to evaluate the accuracy of each

method of bioavailability estimation because direct input of drug into

the blood entering the liver affects the clearance-time profile and

thus the overall clearance of the oral dose. The overall clearance
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Figure 2–2: Clearance (normalized to the maximum value of

clearance, CLImax) as a function of the concentration entering

the liver, Cin, for selected hepatic extraction ratios

occurring under first-order conditions. The extraction ratios

are the numbers on the graph and are varied by changing the

value of Wmax. Km is set to 10 plM and hepatic blood flow is

1.5 liters/min. The reductions in clearance are a result of

Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
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is the term that relates the area—under-the-systemic—concentration—

versus-time curve to the amount of drug eliminated from the systemic

circulation. As discussed in Chapter 1, the value of overall clearance

after intravenous and oral doses must be equal for accurate bioavaila

bility estimation.

Besides affecting the overall clearance of the oral dose, direct

input to the liver also affects the overall clearance of the intrave

nous dose when the latter is given as a tracer concurrently with the

oral dose. When the method of Martis and Levy is used, direct oral

input of drug to the hepatic portal circulation is a potential source

of error in bioavailability estimation because its contribution to the

total concentration of drug entering the liver is ignored.

Sources of Reduced Bioavailability

In the pharmacokinetic model used in the simulations, bioavail—

ability is defined as the fraction of the oral dose that reaches the

sampling compartment intact. There are two sources of reduced bioa

vailability: incomplete drug absorption and hepatic first-pass metabo—

lism. Incomplete absorption is modeled by making only a fraction of

the dose, f, available for absorption. This is equivalent to having a

parallel source of drug loss from the absorption site, e.g., hydroly

sis of drug in the gut. Incomplete absorption is important to study

because it reduces the concentration of drug entering the liver. This

results in increases in both the degree of first-pass metabolism and

the overall clearance of the oral dose; the latter condition affects

the accuracy of bioavailability estimation because the overall
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clearance of the intravenous dose remains unchanged.

The second source of reduced bioavailability is hepatic first

pass metabolism which was discussed in Chapter 1. First-pass hepatic

availability is concentration dependent (Equation 2–6), so during oral

absorption, it changes with time. The overall value of first-pass hep

atic availability, fi, is determined by integrating the hepatic avail—

ability weighted to the input rate, Rate (abs), with respect to time,

and dividing by dose.

/NA Co

FH = (1/bºo■ FH-Rate (abs) dt (2–9)

When bioavailability is sequentially reduced by each process, its

value is equal to the product of the fractions escaping loss by each

process, thus:

F = FH-f (2–10)

SIMULATION CALCULATIONS

Oral Dose

After an oral dose, the rate of drug absorption is given by:

Rate (abs) = f°ka Aa (2–11)

where ka is the first-order rate constant for input of drug from the

absorption site, and Aa is the amount of drug remaining at the ab

sorption site after an oral dose of size Dpo. The amount remaining

at the absorption site as a function of time is:

Aa = Dpo * exp(-ka-t) (2-12)
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The concentration of absorbed drug entering the liver is equal to

the input rate divided by the hepatic blood flow:

Cabs = f'ka Aa/QH (2–13)

The total concentration of drug entering the liver is the sum of

Cabs and that returning to the liver from the sampling compartment

(C):

Cin = Cabs + C (2–14)

The concentration of drug leaving the liver was given in Equation 2–8.

The change in the concentration of drug in the sampling compartment

with time is:

QH. (Cout - C)
dC/dt = ------------- (2–15)

W

The concentrations of drug in the plasma and blood are assumed to

be equal.

Other time-dependent quantities calculated during each time

interval include: clearance (Equation 2–4) and (first-pass) hepatic

availability (Equation 2–5). During each sampling interval, the area

under-the-systemic—concentration-versus-time curve and the amount of

drug eliminated from the sampling compartment (AE) are determined as

follows:

C(i) + C(i+1)
AUC(i — i+1) = ------------- • t|[i — i-H1) (2–16)

2
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AE(i — i-H1) = CL - AUC(i — i+1) (2–17)

where C(i) and C(i+1) are the concentrations in the sampling compart

ment at the beginning and end of a sampling interval, t(i − i +1).

After the last time point of a simulation, the total values for AUC

and AE are calculated as follows:

AUC(0 – co) = AUC(0 — t) + C(1ast)/k (2–18)

AE(0 – co) = AE(0 — t) + C(1ast) • W H F(1ast) • Aa(1ast) (2–19)

where C(last) is the concentration in the sampling compartment at the

last time point and F(last) is the bioavailability of any drug that

remains to be absorbed, Aa (last). The overall clearance of the oral

dose, CLpo, is calculated as follows:

CLpo = AE(0 – co)/AUC(0 – co) (2–20)

At specified times during the simulation, values of Cin, C and

CL are stored for plotting.

Intravenous Dose

The intravenous dose is given as an impulse into the sampling com

partment. The initial concentration is equal to the dose divided by

the volume of distribution. Disposition of the intravenous dose is

simulated in a manner similar to that of the oral dose. The change

in the concentration in the sampling compartment with time after in

travenous dosing is given by Equation 2–15. Walues of AUC(i – it 1),

AE(i − i +1), AUC, AE, and overall clearance (CLiv) for the intravenous
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dose are calculated as for the oral dose by Equations 2-16 to 2–21.

Further details of the simulations are given in the computer program

listed in the Appendix.

Bioavailability

In the simulations, the correct value of bioavailability, F(true), is

calculated as follows:

n

F(true) = anº (XCrea
-

i+1)] +
re-oº-oº) (2–21)

i-O

where n is the number of iterations completed at the last time point

of the simulation. For both the conventional and concurrent dosing

methods, bioavailability is estimated using Equation 1–5. With the

method of Martis and Levy, bioavailability is estimated by dividing

AE(0 – co ) by the dose, but the calculation of AE(0 – co ) is made using

clearance values determined on the assumption that the concentration

entering the liver is the same as that in the sampling compartment.

For all of the methods tested, the error in bioavailability estima

tion is determined by:

■ Error = 100 * [F(est) — F(true)]/F(true) (2–22)

where F(est) is the estimated value of bioavailability. According to

Equation 1–2, the estimated value of bioavailability is proportional

to the estimated overall clearance of the oral dose, CLest. Hence,

the percent error can be described in terms of overall clearance:

Ž Error = 100 * [CLest – CLpol/CLpo (2–23)
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where CLest is equal to the overall clearance of the intravenous dose

when either the conventional or concurrent dosing methods are used.

Step Size

The simulations were run on a Hewlett Packard 86 personal computer,

using Euler's Method (McCalla, 1967) for solving differential equations

and employing step sizes from 0.05 to 4 minutes.

The effect of step size on the calculated value of percent error

in bioavailability estimate was tested at three levels of each param—

eter (and dose) for the conventional method, the concurrent dosing

method, and the method of Martis and Levy. The theoretical limit to

the accuracy of the calculated value of percent error was assumed to be

the value that occurs when the step-size approaches zero. This value

was estimated by linear regression of the calculated percent error in

bioavailability versus step size data; the y-intercept being defined as

the theoretical limit. Figure 2–3 is an example of this procedure.

In each case tested, three step sizes were used, with the largest

being at least 4 times greater than the smallest. The linear regres—

sion usually resulted in a coerrelation coefficient (r”) greater

than 0.999. In all of the cases tested, the absolute difference

between the error in bioavailability for the step-size extrapolated

to zero and the error occurring at the step size used to obtain the

data presented in the dissertation was less than 0.3%. In all cases

but two, this absolute difference relative to the true error was less

than 3%.
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Figure 2–3: A plot of the calculated percent error in

bioavailability estimation as a function of step size. This

example is based on simulations using the default parameter set

with the conventional method. The line is determined by linear

regression (r.” > 0.9999) of the percent error versus step

size data (0). The y-intercept is assumed to be the percent

error that occurs when step size approaches zero. The step

size used to generate the data presented in Chapter 3 is 0.5

minutes.
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PARAMETER WALUES

Dose, Wmax, first-order absorption rate constant, and volume of

distribution were varied one at a time in the simulations to determine

their relationships to error in bioavailability estimation. Dose,

rather than Km, was varied to influence the degree of saturation of

metabolism. The default values of the parameters used in the simu

lations were: dose = 178 pmole, ka = 0.02 min' , W = 50 liters, QH =

1.5 liters/min, Vmax = 1.35 pmoles/min, Km = 0.1 p.M, fu = 1 and f = 1.

Unless otherwise specified, the default values are used in the simu

lations.

To determine the relationship between error and the values of each

of the parameters and dose, a wide range of values were used. Dose was

varied from 14 to approximately 7000 pmole. Elimination was virtually

first-order at the lowest dose but almost completely saturated at the

highest one. Wmax ranged from 0.0167 to 14.9 pmole/min, resulting in

corresponding hepatic extraction ratios (when elimination is first

order) of 0.10 to 0.99. The volume of distribution and the first

order absorption rate constant were varied from 5 to 1000 liters

and from 0.002 to 0.2 min', respectively. In some simulations, the

fraction of the oral dose absorbed was set at 0.9, 0.8 and 0.5 to de

termine the effect of incomplete absorption on the accuracy of bioa

vailability estimation.
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ERROR IN BIOAVAILABILITY

As mentioned in Chapter 1, both the conventional and concurrent

dosing methods (Equation 1–4) are based on the assumption that the

overall clearances of the intravenous and oral doses are equal. With

Michaelis—Menten kinetics, however, the overall clearances tend to

differ. The reason for this tendency can be explained in terms of the

time courses of two variables, namely: instantaneous clearance, CL(t),

and the concentration of drug in the sampling compartment, C. The time

courses of both variables are influenced by the degree of saturation of

elimination.

Instantaneous clearance was defined in Equation 2–4 as the pro

portionality constant between the rate of elimination and the concen—

tration of drug entering the liver. Using the relationship in Equa

tion 1-18, instantaneous clearance can also be defined as the propor

tionality constant between the rate of elimination of drug from the

sampling compartment, Rate(sys), and the concentration returning to

the liver from this compartment:

Rate(sys) = CL(t) • C (2–24)

As will be shown below, this definition is more convenient for

evaluating the methods of bioavailability estimation. As stated

previously, instantaneous clearance varies inversely with the con

centration entering the liver when Michaelis-Menten elimination is

followed.

The relationship between instantaneous and overall clearances is

obtained by integrating Equation 2–24 from time zero to infinity and
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substituting the result into the numerator of the equation for overall

clearance (Equation 2–20). The resulting equations for the intravenous

and oral doses are:

CLiv -■ ■ cL(t)is × (civ/aucis) dt (2–25)0

CLpo -■ [c1(t)po × (Cro/auco) dt (2–26)0

Instantaneous clearance is denoted CL(t)iv and CL(t) po for the intrave

nous and oral doses, respectively. The terms in the parentheses are

the AUC-normalized concentrations in the sampling compartment. Accor

ding to Equations 2–25 and 2–26, the overall clearances of the intrave—

nous and oral doses can be thought of as the integrals of instantaneous

clearance weighted to the AUC-normalized concentrations with respect to

time. This weighting by the AUC-normalized concentration is often im—

portant for explaining why the overall clearances of the intravenous

and oral doses are not equal when Michaelis-Menten kinetics occur.

This concept is discussed with respect to each bioavailability deter

mination method (Chapters 3, 4, and 5).

Equations 2–25 and 2–26 are particularly useful because they can

be used to demonstrate the conditions that result in equal values of

overall clearance for the intravenous and oral doses. For instance,

when the clearance-time profiles after both doses are constant, the

above equations show that the overall clearances must be equal. Thus,

any combination of parameter values and dose sizes that tends to

result in constant clearance can be predicted to result in accurate

bioavailability estimates.
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The percent error calculated in each simulation is explained in

terms of the profiles of the above time-dependent variables, i.e., how

closely they approximate the conditions that result in accuracy. By

knowing how the value of a pharmacokinetic parameter tends to affect

clearance and AUC-normalized concentration-time courses, it is possi

ble to explain how accuracy relates to this parameter. For example, a

small dose tends to result in a constant value of clearance with time

and, hence, is associated with accurate bioavailability. This approach

has the advantage that it can be used with any of the above methods

including that of Martis and Levy. Thus, it serves as a unified means

of evaluating the various methods used to calculate bioavailability of

drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics.

The theory and calculations given in this chapter are applicable

for all of the methods for bioavailability estimation. In the upcoming

chapters, specific calculations (where applicable), theory, and param

eter choices are discussed for each method.
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CHAPTER 3: CONVENTIONAL METHOD

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the potential error involved in using the conven

tional method of separate intravenous and oral dosing to estimate the

bioavailability of Michaelis-Menten drugs is presented. Despite this

potential error, the conventional method is frequently used for drugs

with Michaelis-Menten and other types of nonlinear elimination kine

tics. Because of its relative simplicity and common use in bioavail—

ability studies, the conventional method will likely continue to be

used in studies of drugs having Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics.

For this reason, it is useful to evaluate and predict the accuracy of

this method over a wide variety of pharmacokinetic conditions. When

accuracy is reasonably predicted, comparison of this prediction with

the level of accuracy desired makes it possible to decide if the method

is adequate. Predictions of accuracy can also be used to make approxi

mate corrections in the calculated value of bioavailability, or, at the

minimum, give information on the likely degree of error.

The conventional method serves as a standard against which the

accuracy of the concurrent dosing method and that of Martis and Levy

can be compared. If the "improved" methods are predicted to be only

marginally more accurate, then their use may not be warranted. If the

conventional method is predicted to be more accurate, then its use

would be indicated unless another reason can be given to support using

of one of the alternative methods.
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In this chapter, additional theory is given to demonstrate why

the conventional method results in error. As introduced in the pre

vious chapter, error is analyzed in terms of the characteristics of

the AUC-normalized concentration-time and clearance-time profiles after

intravenous and oral dosing. This approach lays the foundation for

interpreting and discussing the simulation results. The relationship

between error and bioavailability estimation and dose, Wmax, first

order absorption rate constant, and volume of distribution are presen

ted and discussed here. The effect of incomplete drug absorption is

also examined.

CONVENTIONAL METHOD AND ERROR IN BIOAVAILABILITY ESTIMATION

With the conventional method of separate intravenous and oral

dosing, Equations 2–25 and 2–26 show that the overall clearance of

the intravenous and oral doses may be unequal because of differences

in either the AUC-normalized concentration-time or clearance-time

profiles (or both) (Figure 3–1).

AUC-Normalized Concentration-Time Profiles

Differences in the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles

after equal-size intravenous and oral doses result from differences

in the input rates of each. As a rule, the similarity of the profiles

increases as oral absorption becomes faster relative to elimination,

i.e., when oral input becomes more like that of an intravenous bolus

dose (Figure 3–2).
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Figure 3–1 : (Top Graph) AUC-normalized concentration-time pro

files after separate administrations of equal-size intravenous

(solid line) and oral doses (dashed line). (Bottom Graph)

Corresponding clearance-time profiles after the intravenous

(solid line) and oral (dashed line) doses. This figure shows

the potential for route-dependent differences in the profiles

which cause differences in the overall clearances of the

intravenous and oral doses. In this case, the overall

clearances were 0.65 and 1.13 liters/min, respectively,

resulting in a 42% underestimation of bioavailability. The

first-order absorption rate constant was set to 0.01 min".
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Figure 3–2: Effect of absorption rate constant on the degree of

superposition of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles

after single intravenous (solid line) and oral doses (various

dashed lines) given on separate occasions. The values of ka

used were 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01 min' (represented by

successively shorter dashes).
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Because the AUC-normalized concentration acts as a weighting factor

for the instantaneous clearance (Equations 2–25 and 2–26), the overall

clearance of the intravenous dose is influenced most by clearance val—

ues that occur near the time of intravenous dosing, while the overall

clearance of the oral dose is affected most by values that occur near

the peak concentration after oral dosing. Even if the clearance-time

curves are the same for both doses, as is true when the intravenous

dose is given concurrently as a tracer, the weighting effect of the

different profiles results in differing values of overall clearance

for each dose, and error in bioavailability estimation results.

Clearance-Time Profiles

Even when the same size dose is given, the clearance-time profiles

usually differ after intravenous and oral dosing (bottom of Figure 3–1)

because differences in the input site (Figure 2–1) and input rate in

fluence the time course of the drug concentration entering the liver

(Figure 3–3). The tendency for this concentration to differ after

each route of administration is most easily shown at the time of dosing.

For the intravenous dose, which is given as a bolus directly into the

sampling compartment the initial value of the concentration entering

the liver is equal to the dose divided by the volume of distribution.

The orally-administered drug, which is absorbed by a first-order pro

$*ss and goes directly into the blood entering the liver, results in an

***-tial concentration that is equal to the input rate divided by the

he Patic blood flow, f 'ka-D/QH. The ratio of initial concentrations at

*he time of dosing is thus:
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Figure 3–3: Concentrations of drug entering the liver, Cin,

after separate administrations of equal-size intravenous (solid

line) and oral (dashed line) doses. The first-order absorption

rate constant, volume of distribution and hepatic blood flow

were 0.01 min', 50 liters, and 1.5 liters/min, respectively.

The initial concentration entering the liver was three times

greater after the intravenous dose than after the oral dose.
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f ka • W
(3–1)

Cin, po

Cin, iv QH

where Cin, po and Cin, iv are the initial concentrations of drug entering

the liver after oral and intravenous dosing, respectively.

With commonly—encountered values of ka, W, and QH, this ratio can

be less or greater than one. When it is not equal to one and there is

saturation of metabolism, the initial values of clearance are differ

The route which gives the larger value of concentration enteringent,

This relationthe liver has the smaller initial value of clearance.

ship may explain why some drugs with a high volume of distribution such

as propranolol (Shand and Rangno, 1972), hydralazine (Talseth, 1977),

and metoprolol (Johnsson et al., 1975) show saturation of first-pass

elimination after oral dosing but are eliminated by apparent first

Order kinetics after an equal-size intravenous dose (Pond and Tozer,

1984).

The clearance-time profiles may remain different throughout elim

ination (bottom of Figure 3–1), or may merge some time after dosing.

The conditions resulting in similar and different clearance-time pro

files are discussed further in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
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SIMULATIONS

The calculations and choice of parameter values used in the sim–

ulations are listed in PARAMETER WALUES in Chapter 2. All parameter

values are kept constant during simulation. The intravenous and oral

doses are of equal-size. Unless otherwise stated, the dose and par

ameter values used in the simulations depicted in Figures 3–1 through

3–10 are the default values listed in PARAMETER WALUES in Chapter 2.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The simulation results are interpreted by comparing the AUC

normalized concentration and clearance-time courses generated in the

simulations with conditions of these variables that result in equal

values of overall clearance for both doses, i.e., no error. The

conditions that lead to equal values of overall clearance of the

intravenous and oral doses, as determined from Equations 2–25 and

2–26, include:

1 - First-order elimination resulting in a constant value of

clearance during elimination.

2 - When superposition occurs with both the AUC-normalized con

centration and clearance-time profiles after intravenous and

oral dosing.

* - When neither the clearance-time nor the AUC-normalized concen—

tration-time profiles superimpose after intravenous and oral

dosing, but integration according to Equations 2–25 and 2–26

results in equal values of overall clearance. In this case,
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weighting by the AUC-normalized concentration-time profile

compensates for differences in clearance-time profiles.

As a reminder, a more specific version of Equation 2–23 is given

here to demonstrate the relationship between overall clearance and the

percent error in bioavailability estimation:

Ž Error = 100 * [CLiv - CLpol/CLpo (3–2)

where CLiv and CLpo are the overall clearances of the intravenous

and oral doses, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dose

The relationship between dose and percent error in bioavailability

estimate is shown in Figure 3–4. The results confirm that the conven

tional method is accurate when the dose is small enough to result in

a PProximately first-order elimination (constant clearance) after both

in travenous and oral dosing. On increasing the dose, both routes lead

to an increase in the degree of saturation of metabolism, especially

*arly on, as evidenced by a tendency for the clearance values to drop.

in this series of simulations, the intravenous dose results in higher

**n centrations of drug entering the liver than does the oral dose

(f - ka-W/QH = 0.67), so the early portion of the clearance-time pro

file of the intravenous dose tends to be lower (bottom of Figure 3–1).

*ecause of this, the intravenous dose tends to have a lower value of
Ov. - -**all clearance. Furthermore, since the instantaneous clearance
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Figure 3–4: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and dose.
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tends to increase with time after either dose (bottom of Figure 3–1),

the later peak of the oral dose reflects clearance values higher up

on the clearance—time profile. This factor also tends to result in a

lower overall clearance after the intravenous dose, and bioavailability

is underestimated (Equation 3–2).

Beginning at the lowest dose, the relative difference in the

clearance-time profiles tends to increase with dose (saturation),

At doses above approximately 200

At

making error larger (Figure 3–4).

Hmole, however, error decreases with further increases in dose.

these higher doses, there is a tendency for both the AUC-normalized

concentration-time profiles and clearance-time profiles to be similar

(superimpose) after intravenous and oral dosing (Figure 3-5). As

mentioned in the previous section (INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS), when the

time profiles of both variables superimpose, equal values of overall

clearance result. The reason that the AUC-normalized concentration

time profiles and clearance-time profiles tend to superimpose is given

in the following two paragraphs.

When the degree of saturation is high after oral dosing, the re

sulting clearance-time profile tends to be greatly reduced (bottom of

Fis ure 3-5). In this situation, elimination tends to be much slower

than the process of absorption, and the difference in the input peri

°ds of the oral and intravenous doses is small relative to the time it

***es for the doses to be eliminated. Because the concentration-time

P**files are always similar after the absorption phase, slow elimina

**on results in a tendency for superpositioning of the AUC-normalized
C - - -S’” centration-time profiles.
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Figure 3–5: (Top Graph) AUC-normalized concentration-time

profiles after separate administrations of large intravenous

Gsolid line) and oral doses (dashed line) of equal-size (750

Humole). (Bottom Graph) Clearance-time profiles after the same

intravenous (solid line) and oral (dashed line) doses. This

figure demonstrates the tendency of a highly saturating dose

to result in AUC-normalized concentration and clearance-time

Profiles that superimpose.
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The tendency for the clearance-time profiles to superimpose when

dose is high is explained as follows: at early times when the concen—

tration entering the liver is highest, drug from either dose is elimi

nated at a rate near Wmax. For the oral dose, this rate is equal to

the sum of first-pass and systemic (sampling compartment) elimination

rates. Because the elimination rates are the same during the absorp

tion phase and there is no drug left at the absorption site after input

is over, the amount of drug in the sampling compartment after absorp

tion is over is the same for either dose. When there is no drug at the

absorption site, the concentration entering the liver is equal to the

concentration in the sampling compartment (Equation 2–14). Thus, the

clearance-time profiles resulting from the intravenous and oral doses

are the same after absorption is over. Because the absorption phase is

short relative to the time it takes for the doses to be eliminated, the

clearance-time profiles tend to superimpose.

Maximum Rate of Metabolism

The relationship between Wmax and percent error in bioavailabil

ity estimate is given in Figure 3–6. For the conditions used in the

simulations, the lowest value of Vmax tested results in a hepatic ex

traction ratio of 0.1 when elimination is first-order, and even lower

**traction ratios when there is saturation of metabolism. A low ex

*reaction ratio tends to result in elimination being slow relative to

absorption. As seen in the simulations of high doses, slow elimina

**on results in a tendency for the AUC-normalized concentration and
C. - - - - -+earance-time profiles to superimpose, and for error in bioavail—
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Figure 3–6: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and Vmax.
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ability estimates to be small.

Error becomes larger when Wmax is increased because the above

conditions for accuracy are diminished. When Wmax exceeds a value of

1.35 pmole/min, however, error decreases. At large values of Wmax, the

extraction ratio is near one, and clearance tends to remain constant

(nearly equal to hepatic blood flow), even when metabolism is partially

saturated. Clearance also tends to be constant at high values of Wmax

because, for a given concentration entering the liver, higher values of

Wmax result in lower concentrations of drug inside the liver and less

saturation of metabolism. The results imply that drugs, such as al

prenolol (Alvan et al., 1977), which may have a high hepatic extrac

tion ratio even when exhibiting saturable first-pass, should be amena

ble to accurate bioavailability determination by the conventional

method.

First–Order Absorption Rate Constant

The relationship between first-order absorption rate constant and

Percent error is shown in Figure 3–7. At low values of ka, the rela

tively slow absorption of drug tends to result in little saturation of

the oral dose, but metabolism of the intravenously–administered drug

+ = saturated to a large degree, especially at early times (bottom of

IFigure 3–1). Thus, bioavailability is greatly underestimated when ka

i = Low.

As the first-order absorption rate constant is increased, the oral

d =>se saturates metabolism to a greater degree, resulting in a smaller

V= ~Lue of overall clearance and reduced error (Equation 3–2). At a
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certain value of ka, (approximately 0.1 min' in the simulations

done here) the overall clearances of both doses are equal and there is

no error in bioavailability estimation. At higher values of ka, the

oral dose saturates metabolism to a greater degree than the intrave

nous dose and bioavailability is overestimated. In this instance,

direct input of orally-absorbed drug into the blood entering the liver

is rapid enough to more than compensate for the rapid intravenous bolus

input into the sampling compartment. If the degree of saturation of

metabolism is based on the blood concentration in the sampling compart

ment rather than on that entering the liver, however, as was done by

Martis and Levy (1973), the conventional method would always underes—

timate bioavailability.

Because intravenous input is faster than oral, for overestima

tion of bioavailability to have a chance to occur, the absorption rate

constant must be large enough to cause the initial clearance of the

oral dose to be less than that of the intravenous dose. According to

Equation 3–1, the initial clearance of the oral dose is lower when the

product of the fraction absorbed, the first-order absorption rate

cornstant and the volume of distribution is greater than hepatic blood

flow. Even when this happens and the clearance-time profile of the

oral dose remains lower than that of the intravenous dose (top of

Fis ure 3–8), the overall clearance of the oral dose may still be higher

***=rn that of the intravenous dose. This is true because the intrave—

****s concentration peaks at the lowest clearance while the oral concen—

tration peaks after its clearance has risen (Figure 3–8).

Even though the initial value of clearance after oral dosing can
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Figure 3–8: (Top Graph) Clearance-time profiles after separate

administrations of intravenous (solid line) and oral (dashed

line) doses when ka = 0.05 min". (Bottom Graph) Correspond

ing AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles after the

intravenous (solid line) and oral doses (dashed line). This

figure demonstrates the counteracting effects of the clearance

time profile and the AUC-normalized concentration-time profile

on overall clearance when the clearance-time profile of the

oral dose is lower than that of the intravenous dose. The

overall clearance of the oral dose is higher than that of

the intravenous dose because the oral dose peaks after its

clearance has risen substantially.
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be much lower than that of the intravenous dose when ka is large, error

is never very great in this instance. This is true because as ka in

creases, there is a shortening in the absorption period relative to

the time it takes for drug to be eliminated. Thus, the period in

which large differences in the clearance-time profiles occurs becomes

shorter. Error approaches zero as ka approaches infinity.

Wolume of Distribution

The relationship between volume of distribution and percent error

in bioavailability estimate is given in Figure 3–9. At low volumes

of distribution, the concentration-time profile for drug entering the

liver tends to be much lower for the oral dose than for the intravenous

dose (Figure 3–10). This is true because elimination, which tends to

be relatively fast at low volumes of distribution, occurs at the same

time that oral absorption is taking place. First-pass metabolism also

tends to lower the concentration of oral drug entering the liver

because it reduces the amount of drug reaching the sampling compart

ment. Direct input of oral drug into the blood entering the liver adds

somewhat to the total concentration entering the liver, but does not

corn pensate for the concentration lowering effects of slower oral input

anci first-pass metabolism. As a result, the overall clearance of the

Creal dose tends to be much higher than that of the intravenous dose and

bioavailability is underestimated (Equation 3–2).

When volume of distribution is increased, both doses result in

**ss saturation of metabolism. Because the concentration resulting

from absorption of orally-administered drug into the blood entering the
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Figure 3–10: Typical concentration-time profiles of drug

entering the liver, Cin, after separate administration of

equal-size intravenous (solid line) and oral (dashed line)

doses when volume is low (10 liters).
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liver is not influenced by the volume of distribution, the degree of

saturation of the oral dose is less influenced by increases in volume.

Therefore, as volume is increased, the overall clearance of the intra

venous dose increases (relatively) more than that of the oral dose and

error in bioavailability estimation declines (Equation 3–2).

At a volume of distribution between 100 and 150 liters, the over

all clearances of the intravenous and oral doses are nearly equal and

there is very little error in bioavailability estimation. At higher

volumes of distribution, bioavailability is overestimated because

elimination of the intravenous drug becomes virtually first-order.

Oral administration, on the other hand, always results in saturable

metabolism during first-pass (at the dose used in the simulations).

Error is not large in this circumstance because the half-life increas—

es with the volume of distribution; thus, the period in which oral

absorption occurs (and clearance is reduced) is relatively short

compared to the time it takes for the doses to be eliminated. Hence,

only a small fraction of the area—under-the-systemic—concentration

versus-time curve of the oral dose is associated with the low clear

ar■ ces that occur during absorption. Error approaches zero at volumes

greater than 250 liters because of the continued reduction in the

fraction of the area of the oral dose that occurs during the absorp

ti-Cºrn phase.

There are a number of drugs with high volumes of distribution that

****ibit saturable elimination during absorption but linear elimination

*fter absorption is complete (many drugs in the second column of Table

l—2 are in this category). According to the above discussion, these
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drugs might be adequately handled by the conventional method. These

drugs show extensive tissue distribution, however, a property that has

not been incorporated into the simulation model. The effect of dis—

tribution on accuracy is examined in Chapter 6 where a pharmacokinetic

model incorporating a distribution compartment is used.

Incomplete Absorption

Up to now, all of the simulations have been based on complete ab

sorption of the oral dose. Many drug products are characterized by

incomplete absorption, a factor which reduces bioavailability both

directly and potentially as a result of a reduction in the degree of

saturation of first-pass metabolism. Because incomplete absorption

reduces the saturation of the oral dose, it is expected to affect the

accuracy of bioavailability estimation by increasing the overall

clearance of the oral dose relative to that of the intravenous dose.

The effect on accuracy can be quite substantial, as is shown in Table

3–1.

Because the overall clearance of the oral dose is increased when

absorption is incomplete, error tends to become either less positive,

more negative, or go from being positive to negative (Equation 3–2).

When the oral dose is eliminated under near first-order conditions,

reduction in the fraction absorbed will not change the overall

clearance by much, and bioavailability estimates remain relatively

unaffected by reduced absorption. This occurs when dose or ka is low

or when Wmax or volume of distribution is high, conditions which tend

to result in linear metabolism (Table 3–1). In all of these cases,



Table 3–1 : Relationship between selected values of kinetic
parameters or dose and error in bioavailability estimates
associated with incomplete absorption of orally-administered
drug.

PERCENT ERROR
PARAMETER PARAMETER FRACTION OF DOSE ABSORBED

WALUE 1.0 0.9 0.5

Dose 27 –2.1 –2.3 –2.9
(plmole) 66 —10.5 —11.5 -14.0

178 –24.3 –29.9 –46.3
255 –22.8 –30.2 –54.6

1390 —5.7 —15.6 –55.0

Wmax 0.017 –0.5 —10.0 –47.8
(umole/min) 0.15 –4.5 —13.9 –51.0

1.35 –24.3 –29.9 –46.3
2.85 —15.5 —17.0 –20.1

14.9 0.2 0.2 0.2

ka -1 0.005 –49.2 –49.7 –50.8(min “) 0.02 –24.3 –29.9 –46.3
0.05 —5.3 -12.4 –36.9
0.10 0.2 —7.2 –33. 1

Wolume 10 –54.7 –62.3 –84.8
(1iters) 50 –24.3 –29.9 –46.3

200 4.0 2.1 –4.1
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except that of low ka, bioavailability tends to be accurate whether or

not absorption is reduced.

When the pharmacokinetic parameters result in a high degree of

saturation for the oral dose, incomplete absorption tends to result

in substantial increases in its overall clearance. This increases the

error in bioavailability estimates whenever the overall clearance of

the oral dose is normally greater than that of the intravenous dose,

i.e., when bioavailability is underestimated (Equation 3–2). In cases

where error is normally small due to low extraction conditions (high

dose or low Wmax), reduced absorption causes a significant increase in

the error in bioavailability estimates (Table 3–1, Wmax = 0.017

umole/min and Dose = 1390 pmole).

SUMMARY

The conventional method is accurate for the estimation of bioa

vailability of Michaelis—Menten drugs when the clearance-time profiles

of both doses are constant (1ow dose, high Wmax or volume of distribu

tion) and when the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles and

clearance—time profiles after intravenous and oral dosing superimpose

(high dose, ka, or volume of distribution; low Wmax). Error is large

at low values of ka and volume of distribution. In many instances,

error is substantially increased when drug absorption is incomplete.

An important generalization that can be made for the conventional

method is that when absorption is complete and the clearance-time pro

file starts lower for the oral dose than for the intravenous dose (as
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in the top of Figure 3–8; when ka-W > QH), error tends to be moderate

or low. This occurs at high values of ka and volume of distribution.

Simulations using other sets of values for ka and volume of distribu

tion (not presented in the chapter) have also confirmed this observa

tion. This characteristic may be used as a rough, but practical, guide

for predicting whether or not the conventional method will be accurate.

In the following chapters, the concurrent dosing method and

method of Martis and Levy are tested and compared to the conventional

method.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCURRENT DOSING METHOD

INTRODUCTION

In the last chapter, the conventional method was demonstrated to

result in large error in bioavailability estimates when either the ab–

sorption rate constant or the volume of distribution was small. Error

also tended to be large when absorption was incomplete. In this chap—

ter, administration of an intravenous dose as a labeled tracer con

currently with the oral dose is investigated as an alternative to the

conventional method. The basis for concurrent dosing is that drug

from both the intravenous (labeled) and oral (unlabeled) doses should

experience the same clearance values at any given time if there is no

kinetic isotope effect (Jenden and Cho, 1979; Mamada et al., 1986).

With the conventional method, on the other hand, it was shown in the

last chapter that the intravenous and oral doses often result in very

different clearance-time profiles, even when the doses are equal.

Before the concurrent dosing method is chosen in a given situa

tion, it should first be demonstrated to be more accurate than the

conventional method. This applies unless other characteristics make

its use more favorable, such as avoidance of time-dependent changes

in clearance. Because the conventional method has been shown to be

accurate under various conditions, e.g., when the product of the

first-order absorption rate constant and volume of distribution is

greater than hepatic blood flow or when the doses administered result

in 1ittle saturation of metabolism, the extra effort in synthesizing

labeled drug and in testing for isotope effects may not be warranted.
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In this chapter, the accuracy of the concurrent dosing method is

tested under the same conditions used to evaluate the conventional

method. The results for the two methods are compared and explanations

are given for the relative accuracy of each.

Modifications of intravenous dose input are investigated to

determine if the concurrent dosing method can be improved. These

modifications include delaying administration of the bolus and giving

the intravenous dose as a short-term constant rate infusion. Finally,

the effect of a delay (lag time) in absorption of drug from an oral

dose on the accuracy of bioavailability is presented and discussed.

CONCURRENT DOSING AND ERROR IN BIOAVAILABILITY ESTIMATION

According to Equations 2–25 and 2–26, the overall clearances of

the intravenous and oral doses are equal when the AUC-normalized

concentration-time profiles superimpose or elimination is first-order.

As with the conventional method, superpositioning is approached with

the concurrent dosing method when oral absorption is fast relative to

elimination, but exact superpositioning never occurs. When oral ab–

sorption is slow relative to elimination, the concentration-time pro

files are very different. The overall clearance value of the intra

venous dose is influenced most by the clearance values near the time of

dosing, while that of the oral dose is affected most by the values oc

curring near the time of the peak concentration. If clearance changes

greatly between these times, there could be substantial error in the

bioavailability estimate.
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Because superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time

profiles after intravenous and oral dosing results in accurate bioa

vailability estimation, it may be possible to improve accuracy by

giving the intravenous dose in a manner which increases the degree of

superpositioning. The approaches mentioned in INTRODUCTION are ex

amined for this purpose; the bolus is delayed to compensate for the

finite rate of oral absorption and the intravenous dose is given as

a short-term constant-rate infusion to approximate oral input.

A delay (lag time) in oral absorption (Clements et al., 1978) is

observed for a number of dosage forms and is expected to influence

the accuracy of bioavailability estimation by increasing the overall

clearance of the intravenous dose. As discussed in Chapter 3, the

instantaneous clearance values can be reduced substantially from the

value expected under first-order conditions during the disposition of

a large oral dose. Labeled drug from a simultaneously administered

intravenous tracer dose follows the same clearance-time profile as drug

from the oral dose. When there is a lag time in absorption of the oral

dose, however, a fraction of the concurrently administered tracer dose

is eliminated under first-order conditions before oral absorption

begins. As a result, the overall clearance of the intravenous dose is

higher than if there were no lag time in absorption, and the accuracy

of bioavailability estimation is changed.
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SIMULATIONS

Calculations

Disposition of the oral dose is simulated as described in Chapter

2. Drug from the intravenous tracer dose is assumed to contribute neg—

ligibly to the concentration of drug entering the liver. Consequently,

disposition of the intravenous dose is calculated from the clearance

values resulting from the oral dose. Otherwise, all calculations

relating to the disposition of the intravenous dose are the same as

those described in Chapter 2.

Choice of Parameters

The parameter values used in the simulations are given in Chapter

2. Unless otherwise stated, the dose and parameter values used in the

simulations depicted in the Figures and Tables are the default param

eter values listed in Chapter 2.

Modifications of the Concurrent Dosing Method.

1. The intravenous bolus (reference) dose is given at 25, 50, 75

and 100 percent of the time taken to reach peak concentration

after the oral dose.

2. The reference dose is constantly-infused from the time of oral

dosing to 50, 100, and 150 percent of the peak time.
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Lag Time in Oral Absorption.

To simulate lag time in oral absorption, the start of oral absorp

tion is delayed for 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes after the oral dose is

given.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

As mentioned previously, there is no error (theoretical) in bio

availability estimation if one of two criteria is met. Firstly, when

clearance is constant with time, the overall clearance of the intra

venous and oral doses must be equal even if the intravenous and oral

concentration-time profiles are dissimilar. Secondly, when the AUC

normalized concentration-time profiles superimpose, there is no error

even if clearance changes with time. The accuracy is expected to be

high when pharmacokinetic conditions tend to result in either of the

above situations. The relationship between accuracy and each parameter

studied is discussed in terms of these principles.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Intravenous Bolus Dose With No Delay

Dose.

The relationship between error in bioavailability estimate and

the size of the oral dose is shown in Figure 4–1. The results of

the conventional method are shown for comparison. As with the

conventional method, when the dose is small enough to result in a
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Figure 4–1 : The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and dose. The solid and dashed 1jines

connect the values determined for the concurrent dosing and

conventional methods of bioavailability estimation, respec

tively.
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relatively constant value of clearance, error tends to be small.

As dose is increased, clearance varies over a wider range and the

difference between clearance values at the time of dosing and the

peak time becomes larger. This results in an increased tendency to

underestimate bioavailability because the overall clearance of the

intravenous dose, which peaks when clearance is lowest, declines

relative to that of the oral dose. In this series of simulations,

error reaches a maximum of approximately 15% between doses of 150

and 300 pmoles.

When dose is further increased, the increased degree of super

positioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles becomes

the most important factor influencing error which, thus, becomes

smaller. As with the conventional method, increased superpositioning

occurs because increased saturation of elimination reduces the length

of the absorption phase of the oral dose relative to its elimination

phase.

Bioavailability is underestimated at all of the oral doses tested.

This is explained as follows: when drug absorption is first-order and

the rate constant is large enough, the concentration of drug entering

the liver tends to fall with time (Figure 4–2) because of the contin

uous decrease in the amount of drug at the absorption site (Equation

2-12) and a consequent reduction in absorption rate. In response,

clearance, which changes inversely with concentration, tends to rise

with time as shown in the top of Figure 4–3. Because the intravenous

input is not prolonged in a manner similar to oral input (bottom of

Figure 4–3), the overall clearance value determined for the intrave—
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Figure 4–2: Typical concentration-time profile for drug

entering the liver (solid line). This concentration is the

sum of the concentrations from first-order (oral) input into

the blood entering the liver (large dashes) and returning to

the liver from the sampling compartment (small dashes). The

concentration entering the liver declines at the outset

because the concentration from oral input initially declines

more rapidly than the concentration in the sampling compartment

rises.
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Figure 4–3: Typical clearance-time (top graph) and AUC

normalized concentration-time profiles (bottom graph) after

concurrent intravenous (solid line) and oral (dashed line)

dosing. A single clearance-time profile is shown because

drug from the intravenous tracer dose follows the same

clearance-time profile as drug from the oral dose.
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nous tracer dose reflects earlier and lower values of instantaneous

clearance. The overall clearance of the intravenous dose is therefore

smaller than that of the oral dose and bioavailability is underesti

mated (Equation 3–2). For most simulations discussed in this chapter,

there is a tendency for clearance to rise immediately or soon after the

oral dose is given, yielding an underestimate of bioavailability.

Maximum Rate of Metabolism.

The relationship between error in bioavailability estimate and

Wmax is shown in Figure 4–4 and is compared to the same relationship

determined for the conventional method. At low values of Wmax, which

result in low hepatic extraction ratios, elimination tends to be slow

relative to absorption and the AUC-normalized intravenous and oral

concentration-time profiles tend to superimpose. This results in

relatively small error. As Wmax is increased, elimination becomes

faster and the tendency toward superpositioning is reduced, hence

error becomes larger.

When Wmax is greater or equal to a value of 1.35 pmole/min,

further increases in this parameter lead to decreases in error.

The explanation for this is the same as given for the conventional

method, i.e., when extraction ratio is high, there is a tendency

for clearance to remain constant even when metabolism is partially

saturated.
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Figure 4–4: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and Wmax. The solid and dashed lines

connect the values determined for the concurrent dosing and

conventional methods of bioavailability estimation, respec

tively.
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Comparing the results for both dose and Vmax, the concurrent

dosing method is in all cases more accurate than the conventional

method. For any given value of dose or Wmax, the degree of super

positioning of the intravenous and oral AUC-normalized concentration

time profiles is similar for both methods, hence the differences in

accuracy can be primarily ascribed to the clearance-time profiles.

Error is higher with the conventional method because the clearance

time profile of the intravenous dose is lower than that of the oral

dose, adding to the error resulting from the lack of superpositioning

(as explained in Chapter 3).

It might be predicted that if the clearance-time profiles were

reversed, i.e., the oral dose resulted in a lower clearance-time

profile, the conventional method would be be more accurate than the

concurrent dosing method. This prediction is tested in the follow

ing sections on first-order absorption rate constant and volume of

distribution where a reversal in the order of the clearance-time

profiles is observed.

First-Order Absorption Rate Constant.

The relationship between error and first-order absorption rate

constant is shown in Figure 4–5 and is compared to the results obtained

with the conventional method. At low values of ka, the concentration

that enters the liver from the oral dose tends to be small and there is

little reduction of clearance from its first-order value. Drug from

the concurrently administered intravenous tracer dose follows the same

clearance-time profile, consequently the error in bioavailability es—
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conventional methods of bioavailability estimation, respec

tively.
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timation is small. With the conventional method, when equal-size doses

are administered separately, the intravenous dose produces a much lower

clearance-time profile, resulting in error that is much greater than

that observed with the concurrent dosing method.

As the first-order absorption rate constant is increased, the oral

dose results in a greater degree of saturation and clearance varies

more during elimination. The error in bioavailability estimation by

the concurrent dosing method, thus, increases, reaching a maximum of

about 15% at a ka value of 0.02 min". For the conventional method,

on the other hand, bioavailability estimates improve with increasing

values of the absorption rate constant because the overall clearance

of the intravenous dose is unaffected while that of the oral dose

decreases (Equation 3–2).

When the absorption rate constant is large, oral input becomes

kinetically similar to intravenous input. This results in AUC-nor

malized concentration-time profiles which tend to superimpose, thus

giving a high degree of accuracy. The conventional method, however,

is even more accurate than the concurrent dosing method when the ab–

sorption rate constant is large (ka > 0.03 min'). This is true,

as was predicted, because at high values of ka, the clearance-time

profile of the oral dose tends to be lower than that of the intrave—

nous dose (top of Figure 3–8), compensating for the differences in the

AUC-normalized concentration time profiles as explained in Chapter 3.
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Volume of Distribution.

The relationship between error in the bioavailability estimate and

volume of distribution is shown in Figure 4–6. When the volume of dis—

tribution is low, clearance tends to be lowest near the oral dose peak

time as shown in Figure 4–7. Because the intravenous tracer input is

complete at the time of dosing when clearance is higher, the overall

clearance of the intravenous dose tends to be higher than that of the

oral dose and bioavailability is overestimated (Equation 3–2). The

decrease in clearance at early times is a result of the relatively fast

buildup of concentrations in the sampling compartment which occurs at

low volumes of distribution. More specifically, the initial rate of

increase in drug concentration in the sampling compartment is faster

than the initial rate of decline in the concentration derived from the

absorption site (Figure 4–8). Because the concentration of drug en

tering the liver is the sum of the two, (Equation 2–14) it increases

with time.

When the volume of distribution is equal to about 10 liters, the

error in bioavailability estimates changes from positive to negative

(Figure 4–6). This happens because the rate of increase in the con

centration in the sampling compartment is reduced enough so that the

concentration entering the liver tends to fall with time, resulting in

little or no decrease in clearance from its initial value after oral

dosing. The natural tendency for clearance to rise with time as drug

is removed from the absorption site and eliminated from the body causes

the overall clearance of the later peaking oral dose to be higher than

that of the intravenous dose, and bioavailability is underestimated
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bioavailability estimate and volume of distribution. The

solid and dashed 1jnes connect the values determined for the

concurrent dosing and conventional methods of bioavailability

estimation, respectively.
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Figure 4–7: (Top Graph) Typical AUC-normalized concentration

time profiles resulting from concurrent intravenous (solid line)

and oral (dashed line) doses when the volume of distribution

is low (7.5 liters). (Bottom Graph) Clearance-time profile

resulting from the oral dose. Drug from the intravenous tracer

dose follows the same clearance-time profile as drug from the

oral dose.
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FIGURE 4–8: Concentration-time course of drug entering the

liver (solid line) which is the sum of the concentrations from

first-order oral input into the blood entering the liver (large

dashes) and returning to the liver from the sampling compart

ment (small dashes). The curves are typical for a drug with

a small volume of distribution (7.5 liters). The concentra

tion entering the liver rises at the outset because the con

centration in the sampling compartment rises faster than

the concentration from direct oral input declines.
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(Equation 3–2). The accuracy of the bioavailability estimate increases

at volumes of greater than 40 liters because the difference in intrave—

nous and oral input periods becomes small in relation to the increas—

ingly long half-life, resulting in an increased superpositioning of the

Curves,

Up to a volume of distribution of approximately 75 liters, the

concurrent dosing method tends to be more accurate than the conven

tional method. Between volumes of about 75 and 400 liters the conven

tional method is more accurate because the clearance-time profile of

the oral dose tends to be lower than that of the separately adminis

tered intravenous dose. Above volumes of 400 liters, both methods are

accurate with the concurrent dosing method being the more accurate of

the two.

Summarizing the above results, the concurrent dosing method tends

to be more accurate than the conventional method under conditions in

which the clearance-time profile of the intravenous dose is lower than

that of the oral dose, i.e., when the first-order absorption rate con

stant was less than 0.03 min' and the volume of distribution was

less than 75 liters. Although the concurrent dosing method is not

always more accurate than the conventional method, it is more robust

because its error is almost always less than 15%, whereas with the

conventional method, error is greater than 50% at low values of ka

and volume of distribution. Furthermore, with the concurrent dosing

method, the degree of error is less sensitive to differences in pa

rameter values and hence is more predictable in individuals for whom

parameter values are uncertain.
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Incomplete Absorption.

The relationship between bioavailability estimate and the fraction

of the oral dose that is absorbed is given in Table 4–1. Changes in

error as absorption is decreased tend to be relatively small especially

when the fraction of the dose absorbed drops from 1.0 to 0.9.

Table 4–1 shows that error can either increase or decrease as the

fraction absorbed is reduced, depending on the pharmacokinetic condi

tions evaluated. When there is a high degree of saturation and a re

sultant high degree of superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concen—

tration-time profiles (high dose or low Wmax), incomplete absorption

results in less saturation and therefore increased error. When the

degree of saturation is low and error is small because clearance is

almost constant (low dose or ka; high Wmax or W), reduced absorption

causes an increase in accuracy. In the situation in which error

tends to be large because neither of the conditions for accuracy is

approached, error may either increase or decrease when the extent of

absorption is decreased, depending on whether the effect of reduced

superpositioning (increased error) or the effect of a more constant

clearance-time profile (reduced error) predominates.

Compared to the conventional method, the concurrent dosing method

is generally much more accurate when there is incomplete absorption.

With the conventional method, reduced absorption almost always makes

error worse and the increases in error are often large (Table 3–1).
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Table 4–1 : Relationship between selected values of pharmaco
kinetic parameters or dose and error in bioavailability
estimates associated with incomplete absorption of orally
administered drug.

PERCENT ERROR
PARAMETER PARAMETER FRACTION OF DOSE ABSORBED

WALUE 1.0 0.9 0.5

Oral Dose 27 —1.3 -1.2 -0.6
(pimole) 66 –4.8 –4.0 -1.7

178 -14.6 -14.0 –7.6
255 –14.9 —15.1 —11.8

1390 –3.8 –4.3 –7.6

Wmax 0.017 –0.3 –0.4 -0.6
(umole/min) 0.15 —3.0 –3.3 —5.4

1.35 -14.6 —14.0 –7.6
2.85 —5.8 –4.7 —1.5

14.9 —0.1 —0.1 –0.0

ka —l 0.005 –4.4 –3.8 —1.6(min “) 0.02 –14.6 –14.0 –7.6
0.05 —11.6 —11.9 —10.5
0.10 –7.6 –8.0 –8.6

Wolume 10 –2.9 –4.4 –6.4
(1iters) 50 -14.6 -14.0 –7.6

200 –6.3 —5.7 –2.7
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Intravenous Bolus Dose With Delay

One approach for improving the concurrent dosing method is to

delay the intravenous bolus dose in order to increase the degree of

superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles.

In other words, the overall clearance of the intravenous dose can

be altered by moving its concentration-time profile in relation to

the fixed clearance-time profile generated by the oral dose.

For the pharmacokinetic conditions studied, the most accurate

bioavailability estimation generally occurs when the intravenous

dose is delayed for the period that results in its AUC-normalized

concentration-time profile coming closest to overlapping that of

the oral dose after the peak is reached (top of Figure 4-9). This

observation tends to confirm the hypothesis that the delay improves

accuracy by increasing the degree of superpositioning of the AUC

normalized concentration-time curves. Delaying the intravenous

dose, however, never results in perfect superpositioning because

the normalized concentration-time profiles cannot superimpose during

the absorption phase. Because clearance changes with time during

this period, the overall clearances of the intravenous and oral

doses are different even if the terminal portions of the normalized

concentration profiles overlap. The time delay that results in no

error is therefore not the one that produces perfect overlapping,

although it should be close.

In the example shown in the top of Figure 4–9, a delay of 50% of

the peak time results in the near overlapping of the terminal portions

(defined as the portions occuring after the peak time) of the AUC-nor
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Figure 4–9: Typical relationship between delay in intravenous

dosing and the tendency of the AUC-normalized concentration

time profiles (top graph) resulting from intravenous (dashed

lines) and oral (solid line) doses to superimpose. Intravenous

doses were given at 0, 50, and 100 percent of the oral dose

peak time. The initial concentration appears to be increased

when the dose is delayed because of its normalization to AUC.

The clearance-time profile resulting from the oral dose is

given in the bottom graph. Drug from the intravenous tracer

dose follows the same clearance-time profile as drug from the

oral dose.
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malized concentration-time profiles. When there is no delay, the ter—

minal portion of the oral curve falls above that of the intravenous

curve; with a delay of 100%, the terminal portion of the oral curve

falls below that of the intravenous curve. Because the clearance-time

curve increases monotonically with time (bottom of Figure 4-9), intra

venous input with no delay results in the overall clearance of the

intravenous dose being less than that of the oral, while a delay equal

to peak time results in the converse (Table 4–2). The trend between

delay and error shown in Table 4–2 occurs even when the clearance

profile decreases somewhat after dosing. When conditions are such that

the clearance-time profile falls considerably after oral dosing, e.g.,

when the volume of distribution is low, a short delay makes the error

worse (Table 4–3, W = 10 liters).

A summary of the best delay times (reported as percent of peak

time) for each pharmacokinetic parameter studied in the simulations is

given in Figures 4–10a through d). Shorter delays are required as the

first-order absorption rate constant, volume of distribution or dose

become larger and when Wmax becomes smaller. From this observation, it

appears that pharmacokinetic conditions which tend to result in a high

degree of superpositioning when there is no delay in the intravenous

dose also tend to require shorter delays for best accuracy. Although

the optimum delay varies, in most cases a delay of 50% of peak time

results in substantial improvement over the accuracy expected with no

delay (Table 4–3).
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Table 4–2: Typical effect of delaying input of the
intravenous bolus dose on overall clearance, bioavail
ability estimates, and percent error in bioavailabili
ty estimates when pharmacokinetic conditions are such
that clearance increases monotonically with time after
oral dosing. 1 The first-order absorption rate constant
is 0.04 minº”.

DELAY (% of OWERALL ESTIMATED PERCENT
peak time) CLEARANCE BIOAVAILABILITY ERROR

O 0.619 0.637 -12.8
25 0.666 0.685 –6.2
50 0.717 0.738 1.0
75 0.772 0.795 8.8

100 0.833 0.857 17.4

Overall clearance of intravenously-administered drug
is given in liters/min. Overall clearance of orally
administered drug is 0.710 liters/min. The actual
bioavailability is 0.731.
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Table 4–3: Relationship between error in bioavailability
estimates and selected oral dose sizes or pharmacokinetic
parameter values. The intravenous dose was given as a bolus
either at the time of oral dosing (no delay) or with a delay
of 50% of the oral dose peak time.

PARAMETER PARAMETER PERCENT ERROR
WALUE (no delay) (50% delay)

Oral dose 27 —1.3 –0.4
(pmole) 66 –4.8 —1.2

178 –14.6 —3.6
739 —7.2 1.3

6960 –0.8 1.2

Wmax 0.017 –0.3 0.7
(umole/min) 0.15 –3.0 2.0

1.35 –14.6 —3.6
2.85 —5.8 —1.0

14.9 —0.1 –0.0

ka —1 0.005 –4.4 —3.1
(min “) 0.01 —10.7 —5.3

0.02 -14.6 —3.6
0.05 —11.6 2.2
0.10 –7.6 4.3

Wolume 5 18.1 —17.3
(liters) 10 –2.9 -14.4

25 -14.7 –8.7
50 –14.6 —3.6

100 —10.5 0.3
500 –2.7 1.6
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Figure 4–10: The delay (as a percent of the oral dose peak time)

in the intravenous bolus input that results in no error in the

bioavailability estimate. The relationship between best delay

time and ka, W, Dose, and Wmax are shown in graphs a, b, c, and

d, respectively. Using the errors calculated for delays of 0,

25, 50, 75, and 100 % of peak time, the best delay was estima

ted by interpolation. The results are presented as lines which

connect the calculated values of best delay. When the best

delay was greater than the peak time, it was calculated by

extrapolating the results for delays of 75 and 100 % of peak

time.
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Short-Term Constant-Rate Infusion

Another approach to improving bioavailability estimation is to

administer the reference dose as a short-term constant-rate infusion

(Figure 4–11a). The results, summarized in Table 4–4, show that, in

most cases, infusion until peak time is much more accurate than bolus

dosing with no delay (Table 4–3). Interestingly, very similar results

are obtained when either the infusion is continued until the peak time

or the intravenous bolus dose is delayed by 50% of peak time (Tables

4–4 and 4–3, respectively). In both cases, the mean delay in the input

time is the same.

Error persists when infusion is used because the AUC-normalized

intravenous and oral concentration-time profiles never perfectly

superimpose; the input rate of drug from the oral dose (into the

sampling compartment) is a function of first-order absorption and

time-dependent changes in hepatic extraction, while intravenous input

is a zero-order process. Furthermore, a certain fraction of the oral

dose, which can be large, remains to be absorbed when the intravenous

infusion is finished at the peak time.

When either the first-order absorption rate constant or the volume

of distribution is small, elimination tends to be fast relative to ab

sorption and the peak concentration is reached early with respect to

the time it takes to absorb the entire dose. Because of this, the

fraction of the oral dose that remains to be absorbed when the infu—

sion is finished at the peak time tends to be large, and poor superpo

sitioning results (Figure 4–11b). To improve accuracy in this situa
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FIGURE 4–11: (Graph a) Typical AUC-normalized concentration—

time profiles after concurrent intravenous (solid line) and

oral dosing (dashed line) when the intravenous dose is given as

a constant-rate infusion from the time of oral dosing to the

peak time. (Graph b) Reduced superpositioning results when ka

is reduced from 0.02 to 0.01 min".
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Table 4–4: Relationship between error in bioavailability
estimates and selected oral dose sizes or pharmacokinetic
parameter values associated with constant-rate infusions from
time zero to 50, 100, and 150% of peak time.

PERCENT ERROR
PARAMETER PARAMETER INFUSION PERIOD (Z of peak time)

WALUE 50 100 150

Oral Dose 27 —0.7 –0.4 -.1
(plmole) 66 –2.6 -1.4 -.2

178 –8.7 –3.5 3.5
739 –3.4 1.6 7.5

6960 0.1 1.2 2.4

Wmax 0.017 1.6 0.7 1.8
(pmole/min) 0.15 –0.8 2.1 5.4

1.35 –8.7 –3.5 3.5
2.85 –3.3 —1.4 0.1

14.9 0.5 0.0 0.2

ka —1 0.005 –3.5 –3. 1 –2.2(min “) 0.01 –7.9 —5.2 –2.1
0.02 –8.7 –3.5 3.5
0.05 –4.6 1.7 8.9
0.10 -1.8 3.7 9.0

Wolume 5 —10.8 -12.0 –6.1
(1iters) 10 -12.8 —10.9 —3.9

25 -12.4 –7.5 0.4
50 –8.7 –3.5 3.5

100 –4.5 –0.3 4.3
500 -.2 1.2 2.0
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tion, the infusion rate must be slowed and the infusion continued past

the peak time. For example, when ka is less than 0.02 min' or volume

of distribution is less than 50 liters, accuracy is improved when the

infusion is continued until 150% of the peak time (Table 4–4).

At the highest values of ka, volume of distribution, or dose shown

in Table 4–4, on the other hand, infusions of only 50% of the peak time

are more accurate than infusions continued until the peak time. High

values of ka, W and dose result in a high degree of superpositioning of

the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles when intravenous dosing

is not modified. It is probably for this reason that less change is

needed in the intravenous input (in this case, shorter infusions) to

produce the optimal degree of superpositioning.

Lag Time in Oral Absorption

Some dosage forms are characterized by a lag time before oral

absorption begins. When this occurs, the estimate of bioavailability

is increased, sometimes resulting in a great degree of overestimation

(Table 4–5). This happens because a fraction of the intravenous tracer

dose is eliminated under first-order conditions (maximum clearance)

before oral absorption, and hence, saturation of metabolism, begins.

The results show that, in some instances, however, a relatively short

lag time can result in improved estimates of bioavailability.

Overestimating bioavailability due to lag time in oral absorption

is expected to be a problem when a large fraction of the intravenous

dose is eliminated before oral absorption begins, i.e., when the elim

ination half-life is short relative to the lag time. This is confirmed
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Table 4–5: Relationship between percent error in bioavaila
bility estimates and selected oral dose sizes or pharmaco
kinetic parameter values as a function of lag time in
absorption of drug from an oral dose.

PERCENT ERROR
PARAMETER PARAMETER LAG TIME (minutes)

WALUE O 5 15 30 60

Oral Dose 66 –5 –3 —l 1 4
(plmole) 178 -15 –9 1 15 35

739 –7 4 30 78 201
6960 -1 13 48 119 374

Wmax 0.017 O 1 4 9 18
(umole/min) 0.15 –3 4 18 43 106

1.35 -15 –9 1 15 35
2.85 –6 –4 –2 1 5

ka —1 0.01 –11 –8 –2 4 12
(min “) 0.02 -15 –9 1 15 35

0.05 –12 –5 8 27 58
0.10 –8 -1 13 34 67

Wolume 10 –3 55 188 289 310
(liters) 25 -15 O 30 68 108

50 -15 –9 1 15 35
100 -10 –9 –5 1 8
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by the strong tendency for large positive error when the volume of dis

tribution is small and results in a short half-life. The tendency

to overestimate bioavailability is also expected to be increased by

factors which reduce clearance during elimination of the oral dose,

making clearance differences before and after the start of absorption

larger. The results demonstrate this to be true; greater overestima

tion of bioavailability occurs with increases in the dose and first

order absorption rate constant and decreases in the volume of distri

bution, all of which reduce the clearance-time profile of the oral

dose. With respect to Wmax, the tendency for positive error is small

both at low values (long half-life) and at high values (small reduc

tion in clearance) of this parameter. To compensate for the effect of

lag time, the estimated lag time can be added to the time of intra

venous dosing estimated to be optimal when there is no delay in oral

absorption. Because of the potential for a very large error, it is

important to adjust input appropriately.

SUMMARY

The concurrent dosing method of bioavailability determination is

accurate for drugs eliminated by Michaelis-Menten kinetics when either

the clearance-time profile is constant (low dose or ka; high Wmax or

W) or the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles superimpose (high

dose or W.; low Wmax). Bioavailability is underestimated except at low

volumes of distribution and error is rarely greater than 15%. The ac

curacy of this method generally compares favorably to the conventional
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method and can be further improved by modification of the intravenous

dose input. A lag time in absorption of drug following an oral dose,

however, can be a serious limitation.
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CHAPTER 5: METHOD OF MARTIS AND LEWY

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3, it was shown that the conventional method results

in a large degree of error under many circumstances. The concurrent

dosing method (Chapter 4) generally gave better results but requires

labeled drug, testing for kinetic isotope effects, and use of methods

for separate quantitation of the labeled and unlabeled forms. In this

chapter, the method of Martis and Levy is investigated as an alterna

tive for determining the bioavailability of drugs with Michaelis-Menten

kinetics. As mentioned previously, this method is based on numerical

integration of the Michaelis-Menten equation (Equation 1–20) to deter

mine the fraction of the oral dose that is eliminated from the system—

ic circulation (sampling compartment). The method of Martis and Levy

has the advantage of not requiring the assumption that the overall

clearances of the intravenous and oral doses are the same.

Even though the method of Martis and Levy is specific for drugs

with Michaelis-Menten kinetics, it is not strictly applicable for

hepatic metabolism because clearance is calculated on the basis of

the concentration in blood at the sampling site rather than on the

concentration entering the liver. As discussed in Chapter 1, basing

clearance on the concentration at the sampling site results in over

estimates of clearance and bioavailability. This problem will not

occur, however, for drugs with Michaelis-Menten elimination in organs

other than the liver.

Unlike the conventional and concurrent dosing methods, the
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method of Martis and Levy requires estimation of Wmax and Km. This

requirement is an added source of error. Because of this, the

method of Martis and Levy should be theoretically superior to the

other methods to justify its use. The relationships between the

accuracy of the method of Martis and Levy and the size of the oral

dose, Wmax, first-order absorption rate constant and volume of

distribution are examined by simulation. The results are compared

with those of the conventional method and the concurrent dosing (with

the intravenous bolus dose given at the same time as the oral dose)

method.

METHOD OF MARTIS AND LEWY AND ERROR IN BIOAVAILABILITY ESTIMATION

The reason that error occurs with the method of Martis and Levy

has been covered both in Chapter 1 and in the introduction to this

chapter. The tendency for error to occur can be more specifically

explained in terms of the following equations:

F = (i■ ºo)-■ CL(t) •C dt (5–1)

F(est) = a■ bro'■ CLm1(t) •C dt (5–2)

where CLm1(t) is the clearance estimate based on the method of Martis

and Levy. Equation 5–1 is derived by integrating Equation 2–26 and

dividing by dose, and Equation 5–2 is derived the same way except that

clearance is based on the concentration in the sampling compartment.

Because the concentration-time profile is the same in both equations,
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there is no error in the bioavailability estimate when CL(t) and

CLm1(t) follow the same time course. The clearance-time profiles are

similar when the concentration of drug entering the liver, Cin, is

similar to that in the sampling compartment. This occurs when the

concentration in the sampling compartment is much greater than that

resulting from oral absorption of drug into the blood entering the

liver, Cabs. Since the clearance-time profiles differ only during

the absorption phase, error tends to be small if the fraction of

the area—under-the-systemic—concentration-versus-time curve (AUCpo)

that occurs during this period is small.

The general relation between the time profiles of the true

clearance and the clearance based on the concentration in the

sampling compartment is shown in Figure 5–1. Because clearance

is inversely related to concentration, the clearance based on the

sampling concentration is always at its first-order (highest) value

when the concentration is zero, e.g., at the time of oral dosing.

This clearance reaches a minimum when the concentration peaks. True

clearance, on the other hand, is often at or near its lowest value

at the time of oral dosing (as is explained in the Chapter 4). The

largest difference between the two clearance terms generally occurs

at the time of dosing.
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Figure 5-1: (Top Graph) A comparison between the true clearance

time profile (dashed line) which is based on the concentration

of drug entering the liver and the clearance-time profile based

(incorrectly) on the concentration in the sampling compartment

(solid line) after oral dosing. The latter clearance-profile

is used to calculate bioavailability according to the method of

Martis and Levy. (Bottom Graph) Time-courses of the concentra

entering the liver (dashed line) and that in the sampling com—

partment (solid line) are compared. Unless otherwise stated,

the dose and parameter values used in the simulations done for

this and all other figures in Chapter 5 are the default values

listed in PARAMETER WALUES in Chapter 2.
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SIMULATIONS

The calculations and choice of parameter values used in the

simulations are given in Chapter 2. Intravenous dosing is not used

in the simulations. As discussed in Chapter 1, the method of Martis

and Levy is modified by incorporating the venous-equilibration model

of hepatic elimination. This allows it to be used for medium and

high extraction ratio drugs. A second modification is to omit the

parallel first-order process from the hepatic elimination model.

Unless otherwise stated, the dose and parameter values used in

the simulations depicted in Figures 5–1 through 5–7 are the default

values listed in PARAMETER WALUES in Chapter 2.

INTEPRETATION OF RESULTS

The results are interpreted by using the concentration-time and

clearance-time profiles generated in the simulations. According to

Equation 5–1 and 5–2, there are two conditions for these time-dependent

variables that lead to accurate bioavailability estimation. These

include when:

1. The time-profiles of CL(t) and CLIml(t) are equal.

2. A mimimal fraction of AUCpo occurs when the values of CL(t) and

CLml(t) are different.

The degree of accuracy can be evaluated in terms of how closely the

above criteria are met. The potential for error is expected to

increase as the deviation from conditions 1 or 2 becomes greater.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dose

The relationship between percent error in bioavailability estimate

and the size of the oral dose is shown in Figure 5–2. The results of

the two other methods of bioavailability estimation are included for

comparison. When dose is small, there is little saturation of metab

olism and both the true clearance-time profile and that calculated

according to the method of Martis and Levy are similar. As with the

other methods, there is little error when elimination is approximately

first-order.

As dose is increased, the true values of clearance decline more

readily than those based on the concentrations in the sampling com—

partment and error increases. This happens because the concentration

entering the liver, which tends to be greater than that in the sampling

compartment, enters the saturable range first. In this set of simula—

tions, the true clearance-time profile exhibits reduction at early

times even at the lowest dose of 14 pmole, while those based on the

concentration in the sampling compartment do not noticeably fall until

a dose of 66 pmole is given. Besides resulting in a larger difference

in clearances, increases in dose result in a greater fraction of drug

being eliminated under saturating conditions. This causes a larger

fraction of the area-under-the-systemic—concentration-versus-time

curve to occur when the clearances differ, also leading to increased

error,

When dose is increased, the resulting reduction in clearance and

increase in bioavailability both lead to greater than proportional in
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Figure 5–2: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and dose. The error profile for the

method or Martis and Levy (small dashes) is compared with that

for the conventional method (1arge dashes) and the concurrent

dosing method (solid line).
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creases in the concentration of drug in the sampling compartment. Drug

from the sampling compartment, thus, makes a greater contribution to

the total concentration entering the liver (Equation 2–14). When the

dose is large, the sampling compartment is the predominant source for

drug entering the liver, except at early times (top of Figure 5–3).

In this situation the clearance-time profiles are similar (bottom

of Figure 5–3) and error tends to be small. The tendency for the

clearance-time profiles to be similar at high doses causes error to

decrease when dose is increased above 206 pmole. As discussed in

previous chapters, increases in the dose also result in the absorption

phase becoming shorter relative to the time it takes to eliminate the

dose. Because the clearances differ only when absorption occurs, this

factor also leads to an increased similarity in the clearance-time

profiles and, therefore, to reduced error.

Maximum Rate of Metabolism

The relationship between percent error and Vmax is shown for

all of the methods of bioavailability estimation in Figure 5–4. At

low values of Wmax, the hepatic extraction ratio is low. As a result,

the clearance values tend to be low, and bioavailability tends to be

high because of negligible first-pass metabolism. As discussed in

the above section on dose, the combination of low clearance and high

bioavailability tends to result in similar concentration-time profiles

for drug in the sampling compartment and entering the liver. The

clearance-time profiles are, thus, also similar and error tends to be

low.
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Figure 5–3: (Top Graph) Similarity of the concentration-time

courses of drug entering the liver (dashed line) and in the

sampling compartment (solid line) after a highly saturating

oral dose of 750 pmole. (Bottom Graph) The true clearance

time course (dashed line) and that based on the concentration

in the sampling compartment (solid line) also tend to be simi

lar, except at early times.
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Figure 5–4: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and Vmax. The error profile for the

method or Martis and Levy (small dashes) is compared with that

for the conventional method (large dashes) and the concurrent

dosing method (solid line).
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As Wmax is increased and elimination becomes faster, there is

a reduced tendency for the clearance-time profiles to superimpose

and the error becomes greater. Error peaks at 33% when Wmax is 1.35

pmole/min. At Wmax values above this value, the extraction ratio

becomes high (equal or greater than 0.9) and the clearance values

tend to be insensitive to changes in saturation (explained in Chap

ter 3). In this case, the time-profiles of both clearance terms

tend to approach constancy and error is reduced.

With respect to both dose and Vmax, the error profile for the

method of Martis and Levy has the same general shape as that of the

other methods (except that error is positive instead of negative).

Although the reasons for error are somewhat different with each method,

error tends to be low for all methods when either elimination is near

first-order or elimination is slow relative to the process of absorp

tion. These conditions occur at either extreme of the error curves.

Interestingly, at the parameter values studied, all of the methods

resulted in maximum error at (nearly) the same values of dose or Wmax.

The absolute value of error for the method of Martis and Levy is

comparable to that of the concurrent dosing method under those condi

tions in which there is relatively little error. With the former

method, error is due to differences between the true and estimated

clearance-time course. With the latter method, error is due to dif

ferences in the concentration-time profiles. Thus, both factors

appear to have about the same quantitative influence on error. At

the parameter values which result in large error, the method of Martis
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and Levy is much less accurate, however. This is a result of the large

differences that occur between the true and estimated clearance-time

profiles.

The maximum error for the method of Martis and Levy is also

greater than that seen with the conventional method primarily because

the difference between the clearance-time profiles for the separate

intravenous and oral doses is not as large as the difference seen

with the method of Martis and Levy. As discussed in Chapter 3, the

difference in clearances—time profiles for the separate intravenous

and oral doses is largely affected by the ratio (f-ka-W/QH) (Equation

3–1). In the simulations in which dose and Wmax are changed, the ratio

was set to 0.67 by the default parameters. If the ratio had been much

smaller, the clearance-time profiles for the intravenous and oral doses

would have been more divergent and the method of Martis and Levy might

have been more accurate than the conventional method. This is seen at

low volumes of distribution as will be discussed shortly. This exam—

ple demonstrates that when the accuracy of two methods is compared by

changing the value of a single parameter, the results of the comparison

may be different when using a different combination of fixed parameter

values. This fact should be kept in mind when any comparisons are

made.
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First-Order Absorption Rate Constant

The relationship between error in bioavailability estimates and

the first-order absorption rate constant is shown in Figure 5–5. When

ka is low, there is little saturation and both clearances tend to be

constant. Hence, there is little error. As ka becomes larger, the

degree of saturation increases and the differences in the concentra

tion-time profiles for drug in the sampling compartment and entering

the liver cause the clearance-time profiles to diverge; error increas—

es to a maximum of 33% when ka has a value of 0.02 min". As ka is

increased further, error declines because the input rate becomes fast

relative to elimination, and the absorption phase, during which time

the clearances differ, becomes shorter.

Wolume of Distribution

The relationship between error and volume of distribution is

shown in Figure 5–6. At low volumes of distribution, the concentra

tion of drug in the sampling compartment rises rapidly with time and

tends to be the main contributor to the concentration entering the

liver. Thus, the two concentrations are similar, resulting in similar

clearance-time profiles and a small degree of error. On the other

hand, at low volumes of distribution, elimination tends to be fast rel

ative to absorption and there is a tendency for absorption to continue

for the entire elimination period. This means that the clearances tend

to differ over the whole period (Figure 5–7) of elimination, a factor

which tends to make error large. These competing factors result in an

intermediate degree of error (14%) at the lowest volume of distribution
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Figure 5–5: The relationship between percent error in the

bioavailability estimate and the first-order absorption rate

constant. The error profile for the method or Martis and

Levy (small dashes) is compared with that for the conventional

method (large dashes) and the concurrent dosing method (solid

line).
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Figure 5–7: A comparison of the true clearance-time course

(dashed line) with that based on the concentration in the

sampling compartment (solid line) after oral dosing when volume

is small (10 liters). There is a tendency for the clearance

values to be somewhat different throughout elimination, because

of continued absorption.
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(5 liters).

When the volume of distribution is increased, the clearance-time

profiles tend to diverge because the concentration in the sampling

compartment does not build up as rapidly and therefore does not con

tribute as much to the concentration entering the liver. This makes

the error greater and the trend continues until a volume of 37.5 liters

is reached, at which error is maximum at 36%. As volume is further

increased, the period in which the clearances differ becomes relatively

smaller because the half-life increases, and error declines. Interes

tingly, the initial difference in the clearance values remains constant

at all volumes of distribution because this parameter has no effect on

the initial concentration of drug entering the liver after oral dosing.

SUMMARY

Over the range of values of first-order absorption rate constant

and volume of distribution, the method of Martis and Levy is generally

not as accurate as the concurrent dosing method. It is much more ac

curate than the conventional method at low values of these parameters,

however. All of the methods are accurate at high values of ka and

volume of distribution because of the tendency for absorption of the

oral dose to be rapid relative to elimination under these conditions.

Because of the high potential for error with drugs primarily

eliminated by the liver, the method of Martis and Levy may not the

best choice for bioavailability estimation. It is fairly accurate

when elimination is near first-order, but in this case it would be

simpler to use either the conventional or concurrent dosing methods
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which do not require estimation of Wmax and Km, an added source of

error. The method of Martis and Levy is useful for drugs in which

elimination is slow relative to absorption, such as phenytoin, and

at low values of ka and volume of distribution if the conventional

method is the only alternative available.
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CHAPTER 6: DISTRIBUTION CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In Chapters 3 through 5, a pharmacokinetic model with one distri

bution compartment was used to evaluate the accuracy of various methods

for estimating the bioavailability of drugs exhibiting Michaelis-Menten

kinetics. General relationships between the accuracy of bioavailabil

ity estimation and the value of several different pharmacokinetic pa

rameters and dose were established using this model. For each method,

these relationships were explained in terms of the clearance-time and

AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles, and certain rules for ac

curacy based on these profiles were established. The model used in

Chapters 3 through 5 is expected to be useful for assessing the accu

racy of bioavailability estimates for drugs whose concentration-time

profiles after single doses are adequately fit by a one-compartment

model. Phenytoin (Jusko et al., 1976) and ethanol (Wilkinson et al.,

1976) are examples of drugs for which this treatment is applicable.

The one-compartment model assumes instantaneous equilibration of

drug among all of the tissues in the body. Although equilibration

always requires a finite period of time, the one-compartment model

is often used to describe the concentration-time profile following a

single dose after distribution equilibrium is achieved. This is ap

propriate as long as minimal elimination occurs during equilibration.

Distribution equilibrium is defined as that state, achieved after a

single dose, after which the concentration ratios between the vari

ous tissues of the body and blood remain constant; this is not a true
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equilibrium, however, because drug is continuously being eliminated

without replacement. Gibaldi and Perrier (1982) term this condition

"pseudodistribution equilibrium"; this expression is used inter

changeably with "distribution equilibrium" in this chapter.

Many drugs extensively distribute into regions of the body where

equilibration between tissue and blood is slow relative to the process

of elimination. In this case, a substantial fraction of the dose can

be eliminated before pseudodistribution equilibrium is achieved. As a

result, the concentration-time profile is characterized by an early

phase in which the drug concentration in the blood declines because of

both elimination and net movement of drug into the tissues. During

the period of pseudodistribution equilibrium, however, there is a net

transfer of drug from the tissues to the blood and the concentration

declines more slowly. The result of distribution is, thus, a multi

phasic (biphasic if there are two compartments) concentration-time

profile for drug in the central compartment (Figure 6–1).

The pharmacokinetic model used in Chapters 2 through 5, referred

to in this chapter as the "one-compartment model", assumes instantaneous

distribution equilibrium; it is therefore inadequate for characterizing

the concentration-time profile of drugs that distribute slowly and ex

tensively. For such drugs, the model may also be inadequate for ex

plaining the relationship between error in bioavailability estimation

and the values of the parameters characterizing drug disposition.

There are a number of drugs with relatively slow distribution that ex

hibit saturable first-pass metabolism (second column in Table 1–2) and

for which determination of the accuracy of bioavailability estimation
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Figure 6–1: Simulated drug concentration-time profile in

the central compartment following administration of an

intravenous bolus dose.
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is important. To evaluate this accuracy, a peripheral compartment is

added to the model described in Chapter 2. The resulting pharmacoki

netic model is distributionally equivalent to the open two-compartment

model (Riegelman et al., 1968) and is referred to as the "two-compart

ment model".

In this chapter, both the conventional and concurrent dosing

methods are examined using the two-compartment model. The relation

ship between accuracy of bioavailability estimation and the basic

parameters for describing rate and extent of distribution are deter

mined by simulation. Differences in accuracy between this model and

the one-compartment model used previously are explained.

PHARMACOKINETIC MODEL AND THEORY

Model Description

Non-instantaneous distribution is modeled by adding a peripheral

compartment to the model described in Figure 2–1. All other assump

tions and components used with the new model (Figure 6–2) are the same

as those used in the previous model and are described in detail in

Chapter 2. With the new model, however, the sampling compartment is

referred to as the central compartment.

In a flow-limited physiologic model, drug is transported to an

organ (compartment) at a rate equal to the product of the blood flow

to the compartment and the concentration of drug in the blood. The

process of diffusion, however, may reduce the rate of transfer such

that it can be described as the product of some fraction, *diff.
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Wmax l Km/N QH N/

CENTRAL COMPARTMENT
V1 C1

CLtr CLtr

PERIPHERAL COMPARTMENT
W2 C2

Figure 6–2: Simulation model including central and

peripheral compartments and a liver. The symbols Wmax,

Km, and QH are defined in Figure 2–1; the other symbols

are defined in the text.
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blood flow, Q, and concentration. The fraction *diff is an empiri

cal factor that accounts for the reduction in transport resulting

from diffusion limitations. The product of f and Q is termed thediff

intercompartmental transfer clearance, CLtr. Accordingly, in the sim–

ulation model, the rate of transport of drug from the central to the

peripheral compartment is equal to the product of the intercompart

mental transfer clearance and the concentration in the central com—

partment, C1. Drug goes from the peripheral compartent to the

central compartment at a rate equal to the intercompartmental transfer

clearance times the concentration in the peripheral compartment, C2.
The apparent volumes of the central and peripheral compartments are

denoted V1 and W2, respectively. The steady-state volume of distri

bution is equal to the sum of V1 and W2.
The description given here is of a two-compartment model using

transfer clearances rather than transfer rate constants. Using

transfer clearances imparts greater physiologic meaning, but the model

is not, in a strict sense, a physiologic model because it places the

blood and rapidly equilibrating tissues in a single compartment and

does not include tissue-to-blood partition coefficients.

Physiologic Interpretation of Simulation Model

The central compartment includes tissues that equilibrate rapidly

with the blood as a result of either a high perfusion rate (blood

flow/tissue volume) or a low tissue-to-blood partition coefficient, or

both (Rowland, 1986). The pharmacokinetic model depicts the central

compartment as a single homogeneous unit with a uniform concentration
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of drug throughout; in actuality each organ in the compartment may have

a different concentration, but because equilibration is rapid, changes

in the concentration in the blood are accompanied by proportional

changes in concentrations in the organs (Gibaldi and Perrier, 1982).

The reference concentration for drug in the central compartment is

the concentration in the blood at the sampling site. Organs with a

high perfusion rate and, therefore, a tendency to be in the central

compartment include: the heart, lung, liver, intestine, spleen, kidney,

and endocrine glands (Riegelman et al., 1968). In the model used in

the simulations (Figure 6–2), the liver can be considered part of the

central compartment because it is assigned a negligible volume.

The peripheral compartment includes tissues that equilibrate

slowly with the blood as a result of either a low perfusion rate or

a high tissue-to-blood partition coefficient, or both. It can also

include organs that possess a diffusional barrier such as the blood–

brain barrier for polar drugs. The tissues that most commonly form

this compartment are the skin, muscle, and fat; all of which have low

perfusion rates. Because the rate of equilibration usually varies

among the tissues of the peripheral compartment, the parameters de

scribing distribution to this compartment represent a "hybrid" of the

parameters describing distribution to the individual tissues (Gibaldi

and Perrier, 1982). The concentration-time profile of drug in a

component tissue, therefore, tends to differ from that predicted to

occur in the peripheral compartment itself.

Although the two-compartment model oversimplifies the actual

distribution processes occurring in the body, its advantages lie in
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its relative simplicity and, despite the potentially large differences

among various tissues, in its ability to fit plasma concentration-time

data for many drugs quite well.

SIMULATION METHOD AND PARAMETER CHOICE

The simulations are done in the same manner as for the one

compartment model (described in Chapter 2). The differential e

quation describing the change in the concentration in the central

compartment with time now incorporates a term for the peripheral

compartment:

W ‘dci/dt = QH (Cout – C1) + CLtrº (C2
-

C1) (6–1)1

In addition, a differential equation describing the concentration

in the peripheral compartment is required:

- - -
(6–2)W2 dC2/dt = CLtr (C1 – C 2)

Except for volume of distribution, the same set of default pa–

rameters was used (as for the one-compartment model), namely: Dose =

178 pmole, Wmax = 135 pmole/min, Km = 10 pm, ka = 0.02 min', and he—

patic blood flow = 1.5 liters/min. The fraction absorbed was always

set to 1. The simulations were run on a Wax 11/750 minicomputer at the

University of California San Francisco Computer Center.
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Rate of Distribution

When studying the effect of rate of distribution on error in

bioavailability estimation, 'ss was set to either 50 liters or 250

liters. To obtain a value of 50 liters, V1 and V2 were set to 10 and

40 liters, respectively. A steady-state volume of 250 liters was

obtained by setting V1 and V2 to 50 and 200 liters, respectively.

The relative rates of distribution were varied by changing the value

of intercompartmental transfer clearance from 10 to 0.03 liters/min.

The values of intercompartmental transfer clearance used in the

simulations include values that are both within and outside the phys

iologic range. The outlying values are used to produce situations in

which the initial rate of distribution is much faster or slower than

the initial rate of elimination. This is done to test two basic hy

potheses concerning the relationship between the rate of distribution

and error in bioavailability estimate which will be described in

HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE RATE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ERROR.

The default value of intercompartmental transfer clearance is 1

liter/min which is reasonably close to the combined blood flows to

the skin, muscle, and fat (Rowland and Tozer, 1980), tissues likely

to contribute to the peripheral volume. Walues greater than the com—

bined blood flows to the above tissues can occur when tissues that

are normally in the central compartment have large tissue-to-blood

partition coefficients which result in relatively long times to reach

equilibrium between the tissues and blood. A theoretical upper limit

of the intercompartmental transfer clearance is total cardiac output,

about 5 liters/min. Values of intercompartmental transfer clearance
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that are less than 1 liter/min can occur when a high fraction of the

dose distributes to tissue(s) that have low blood flows. If drug

distributes primarily to adipose tissue, for example, an intercom

partmental transfer clearance of about 0.2 liter/min is expected.

Low values may also result from diffusion rate limitations.

Extent of Distribution

The extent of distribution (measured in terms of "ss) Was

varied by simultaneously changing V1 and W2. Walues of V1 and

V2 ranged from 5 to 200 and from 20 to 800 liters, respectively.

These combinations resulted in 'ss values of 25 to 1000 liters.

The ratio, Vss/V2, was held constant at 5, a ratio representative

for a number of drugs. From the data of Bree et al. (1986) and

Evans et al. (1986) it is evident that, for a large number of

drugs, this ratio falls between 1.5 and 6. For all simulations

concerning the extent of distribution, the intercompartmental

transfer clearance was held at 1.0 liter/min.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

In Chapters 2 through 5, it was demonstrated that error in bio

availability can be explained in terms of the AUC-normalized concen

tration-time and clearance-time profiles using the relationships given

in Equations 2–25 and 2–26. Whenever the time-dependent values of

clearance and concentration result in equal values of overall clearance

for the intravenous and oral doses, there is no error in bioavailabil
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ity estimates.

The above mentioned equations were derived from Equations 2–20 and

2–24. Equation 2–20 defines overall clearance as the amount of drug

eliminated from the sampling compartment divided by the area—under

the-systemic—concentration-versus-time curve. This definition is

applicable for any n-compartment mammillary model (Riegelman et al.,

1968) when elimination occurs from the central compartment. Equation

2–24 defines instantaneous clearance as the proportionality constant

between the concentration in the sampling compartment and the rate of

elimination. It applies to the two-compartment model as well:

Rate(1) = CL(t):Cl (6–3)

where Rate(1) is the rate of elimination from the central compartment.

Dividing the integral (from time zero to infinity) of Equation 6–3 by

the area—under-the-systemic-concentration-versus-time curve gives the

overall clearance, CLoverall, for the two-compartment model:

CLoverall -■ ■ cle)
× (c/AUC)] dt (6–4)0

where the systemic concentration is the same as that in the central

compartment. This equation has the same form as Equations 2–25 and

2–26; therefore, the same rules for accuracy can be used with the

distribution model as were used with the one-compartment model in the

previous chapters. Discussion of these rules was given in ERROR IN

BIOAVAILABILITY in Chapter 2 and in INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS in both

Chapters 3 and 4.
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HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE RATE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ERROR

When studying the effect of rate of distribution on error in

bioavailability estimation, it is useful to identify the conditions

which cause distribution equilibrium to be reached rapidly or slowly

relative to elimination. It should be noted that these conditions,

which are described below, are not always sufficient by themselves

to produce rapid or slow attainment of distribution equilibrium, as

conditions having opposite effects may exist simultaneously.

Conditions favoring attainment of distribution equilibrium before

much of the dose is eliminated (i.e., rapid attainment) include a

value of intercompartmental transfer clearance which is large rela

tive to (elimination) clearance and a value of V2 which is small

relative to W1. When distribution equilibrium is achieved rapidly

relative to elimination, most of the area-under-the-systemic-concen

tration-versus-time curve is associated with the "elimination" phase,

and the elimination half-life approaches the half-life for a one

compartment model whose volume of distribution is equal to "ss" It

is therefore hypothesized that when distribution is fast relative to

elimination, the resultant error in the bioavailability estimate is

similar to the error for a one-compartment drug whose volume of dis

tribution equals "ss"
Conditions favoring attainment of distribution equilibrium only

after a large fraction of the dose has been eliminated include a value

of intercompartmental transfer clearance which is small relative to

(elimination) clearance and a value of W2 which is large relative to

V1. When distribution equilibrium is achieved very slowly, most of
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the area-under-the-systemic—concentration-versus-time curve occurs

during the "distribution" phase and the associated half-life approach—

es that of a one-compartment drug whose volume is equal to W1. It is

therefore also hypothesized that when distribution is very slow rela

tive to elimination, the resultant error is similar to the error for a

one-compartment drug whose volume of distribution is equal to V1.
When Michaelis-Menten elimination kinetics are followed,

clearance varies with concentration and time and the areas of the

distribution and elimination phases cannot be determined as with a

one-compartment drug. For the purpose of discussing the results,

however, the relative sizes of the distribution and elimination

phases are approximated visually.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the simulations are presented first for the con

ventional method and second for the concurrent dosing method. Both

methods are evaluated with respect to the rate of distribution, when

the steady-state volume is 50 and 250 liters, and with respect to the

extent of distribution, when the intercompartmental transfer clearance

is 1.0 liter/min.

Conventional Method

Rate of Distribution ‘'ss = 50 liters). The relationship between

error in the bioavailability estimate and the rate of distribution is

summarized in Table 6–1. Error was substantial and ranged from –25%
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Table 6–1 : Intercompartmental transfer clearance and
percent error in bioavailability estimates with the

The steady-state volume of
distribution is 50 liters.
conventional method.

Intercompartmental Overall Clearance
Transfer Clearance (liters/min) Percent

(liters/min) Intravenous Oral Error

× 0.650 0.858 –24.3
10.0 0.639 0.851 –24.9
3.0 0.617 0.832 –25.6
1.0 0.545 0.763 –28.5
0.3 0.369 0.592 –37.7
0.1 0.245 0.450 –45.5
0.03 0.182 0.371 –50.9

zººk 0.149 0.329 –54.7

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the steady-state volume.

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the volume of the central
compartment (10 liters).
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to -51% as the intercompartmental transfer clearance went from the

highest value to the lowest value tested. Also given in Table 6–1

are the results for the simulations using a one-compartment model

with volumes of distribution equal to those of the steady-state and

central volumes.

When the intercompartmental transfer clearance is 10 liters/min,

its value is much greater than that of the overall (elimination)

clearances for both the intravenous and oral doses. Here, distri

bution equilibrium is rapidly attained and, except at very early

times, the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles and clearance

time profiles (Figure 6–3b) are similar to those occurring when dis

position follows one-compartment kinetics and the volume of distri

bution is equal to 'ss (Figure 6–3a). The degrees of error in

bioavailability estimation are, as hypothesized, similar for both

models when distribution is rapid.

While the degree of error is expected to be similar in cases

in which the AUC-normalized concentration-time and clearance-time

profiles are similar, Table 6–1 shows that there is relatively little

change in the degree of error when the value of the intercompartmental

transfer clearance is reduced from 10 to 1 liter/min. Comparing the

graphs in (c) with those in (b) of Figure 6–3 shows that the AUC

normalized concentration-time and clearance-time profiles change

substantially after this reduction. Despite these differences, the

overall clearances of the intravenous and oral doses change more or

less to the same relative extents and the ability to predict bio

availability is basically unaffected (Equation 3–2).
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Figure6–3:Reducingthevalueofthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance hasalargeeffectonthe

AUC-normalizedconcentration-time
(topgraphs)and

clearance-time(bottomgraphs)profilesresultingfromseparateadministration
of
equal-sizeintravenous(solidlines)andoral(dashedlines)doses.The

time-profiles
fora
one-compartmentmodelwith
a
volumeof
distribution
of50 liters(a)aresimilartothosefora

two-compartmentmodel(V1=10liters and'ss=50liters)whenthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance
is10

liters/min(b).A

noticeablechangeinthe
time-profilesoccurswhenthe

intercompartmentaltransferclearance
isreducedto1.0liter/min(c),with the

distributionphasebecomingobservablylarge.
A
furtherdecrease
inthe

intercompartmentaltransferclearance
to0.1liter/min(d)causestheprofiles

tobegintoappearlikethosewhichresultfrom
a

one-compartmentmodelwith
a

volumeof
distribution
of10liters(e).Thisisaresultofthetendencyfor drugtoremaininthecentralcompartmentwhenthe

intercompartmentaltransfer clearance
issmall.Thedefaultvaluesofdoseandtheotherpharmacokinetic parametersusedforthisandallotherfiguresinthischapteraregiveninthe sectionentitledSIMULATIONMETHODANDPARAMETERCHOICE.
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An interesting effect of distribution is the tendency for the

clearance-time profile of the intravenous dose to start lower, but

eventually become higher, than that of the oral dose (Figures 6–3,

c and d). With one-compartment kinetics, the clearance-time profile

of the intravenous dose remains lower (Figure 6–3a and e) until most

of the drug is eliminated. This difference between models is a result

of differences in the effect of distribution on the concentration of

drug entering the liver after intravenous and oral dosing. When

drug is administered intravenously, all of the dose is placed in the

central compartment and is immediately available for distribution to

the peripheral compartment. Thus, with time, distribution lowers the

concentration entering the liver and raises clearance. For the oral

dose, on the other hand, drug that enters the liver by direct oral

absorption is not subject to such dilution until it reaches the

central compartment. Therefore, the concentration entering the

liver after oral dosing is less affected by distribution. A second

reason why the overall clearance of the oral dose becomes higher than

that of the intravenous dose is the prolonged oral input, a factor

that occurs under both one-compartment and two-compartment conditions.

This phenomenon explains, in part, why the overall clearances

of the intravenous and oral doses change in a similar fashion when

distribution is slowed; the initially high intravenous drug con

centrations which occur during the distribution phase are compen

sated for by lower concentrations later.

The effects of distribution on error become more noticeable when

the intercompartmental transfer clearance is reduced from its highest
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value by a factor of greater than 10 (Table 6–1). When the intercom—

partmental clearance is decreased 100-fold, the distribution phase is

no longer distinct (Figure 6–3d) because most of the drug remains in

the central compartment until it is eliminated. Because the volume

of the central compartment is small, the clearance-time profile of

the intravenous dose tends to remain lower than that of the oral dose

(Figure 6–3d), and the error in the bioavailability estimate is sub

stantially more negative than when distribution is faster. At the

lowest value of intercompartmental transfer clearance used, the

degree of error in the bioavailability estimate is near that which

occurs with one-compartment kinetics when the volume of distribution

is equal to the volume (10 liters) of the central compartment. The

AUC-normalized concentration-time and clearance-time profiles for the

one-compartment simulation are shown in Figure 6–3e.

The above results substantiate the hypothesis that one-compart

ment conditions are approached when distribution is either fast or

slow relative to elimination. They suggest that a one-compartment

model is adequate for predicting the error in bioavailability for

drugs exhibiting an area—under-the-initial-rapid-decline phase that

is either small or nearly equal to the total area. This is important

because even drugs that are well described by a one-compartment model

show some degree of distribution.
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Rate of Distribution ("ss = 250 liter). The relationship between

error in bioavailability estimate and the rate of distribution is

given in Table 6–2. The results for a one-compartment model with

volumes of distribution equal to 'ss and V1 are given for comparison.

For the simulations using a two-compartment model, error goes

from 2% to -23% as the intercompartmental transfer clearance is de

creased. As with a 'ss of 50 liters, the increase in error can

be attributed to the increased tendency for drug to remain in the

central compartment as the transfer clearance is decreased. When

distribution is slowed, the relatively small volume of the central

compartment tends to result in a lower clearance-time profile for

the intravenous dose compared to that occurring with the oral dose

(Figure 6–4a and b), lowering the overall clearance of the intra

venous dose relative to that of the oral dose.

This set of simulations (Table 6–2) shows that the rate of dis—

tribution can be an important factor in determining whether or not

the method is accurate. In this case, as long as distribution is

relatively fast, the influence of the large steady-state volume

predominates and the conventional method is accurate. The results

also show, as they did when 'ss was 50 liters, that rapid and

slow distribution give errors that are similar to those occurring

with one-compartment models with volumes of 'ss and V1, respectively

(Table 6–2).
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Table 6–2: Intercompartmental transfer clearance and
percent error in bioavailability estimates with the
conventional method.
distribution is 250 liters.

The steady-state volume of

Intercompartmental Overall Clearance
Transfer Clearance (liters/min) Percent

(liters/min) Intravenous Oral Error

× 1.279 1.228 4.2
10.0 1.216 1. 196 1.7
3.0 1. 117 1. 139 —1.9
1.0 0.964 1.046 –7.8
0.3 0.798 0.946 —15.6
0.1 0.709 0.893 –20.5
0.03 0.668 0.869 —23.1

×2k 0.649 0.858 –24.3

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the steady-state volume.

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the volume of the central
compartment, 50 liters.
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Figure 6–4: Reducing the value of the intercompartmental transfer

clearance causes the clearance-time profile resulting from administra

tion of an intravenous dose (solid lines) to be reduced to a greater

extent than that resulting from a separately administered, equal-size

oral dose (dashed lines). When the intercompartmental transfer

clearance is 3 liters/min (a), the early values of clearance are

greater after intravenous dosing, except near the time of dosing. On

decreasing the intercompartmental transfer clearance to 0.1 liter/min,

the early values of clearance resulting from the intravenous dose are

reduced to a greater extent than those resulting from the oral dose,

and become lower (b).
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Extent of Distribution. The relationship between error in the bio

availability estimate and steady-state volume of distribution is shown

in Figure 6–5. Corresponding values determined with the one-compart

ment model are presented for comparison. The relationships between

error and volume of distribution are qualitatively similar with both

models. This is expected because the same criteria for accuracy hold

for both models. When volume of distribution is low, the intravenous

dose tends to produce initial concentrations entering the liver that

are higher than those after the oral dose, causing the overall clear

ance of the intravenous dose to be lower than that of the oral dose.

Thus, bioavailability is underestimated (Equation 3–2). When the

volume of distribution is large, the oral dose tends to have a lower

overall clearance as a result of direct input of drug into the liver,

and bioavailability is overestimated. In this case, the degree of

error tends to be small because there is usually a small degree of

saturation.

In comparing the two models, Figure 6–5 shows that bioavailabili

ty is underestimated over a wider range of volumes of distribution and

to a larger degree with the two-compartment model. The differences

between the two models are especially large between volumes of 75 and

250 liters, with the one-compartment model being more amenable to ac

curate bioavailability estimation. The difference between the models

is a result of the small central volume of the two-compartment model

which, when incorporated, causes the degree of saturation to increase

to a greater extent for the intravenous dose than for the oral dose.

There is less discrepancy between the predictions for the models
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Figure 6–5: Relationship between the percent error in

bioavailability estimate and volume of distribution when

the conventional method is used. The solid and dashed

lines connect the values determined with one-compartment

and two-compartment models, respectively. The intercom—

partmental transfer clearance is 1.0 liter/min.
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at the lower volumes of distribution. This appears to be a result of

the increased degree of saturation (occurring at the lower volumes)

which decreases the overall (elimination) clearance relative to the

intercompartmental transfer clearance, producing a less extensive

distribution phase. The smaller distribution phase reduces the ten

dency for the overall clearance of the intravenous dose to be lowered

relative to that of the oral dose.

In comparing the accuracies of the one-compartment and two

compartment models, it should be remembered that the simulations were

done using a fixed intercompartmental transfer clearance value of 1.0

liter/min. Because increasing the rate of distribution tends to de

crease the difference between the one-compartment and two-compartment

models, it is expected that the errors would be closer if a higher

intercompartmental transfer clearance were used.

Concurrent Dosing Method

Rate of Distribution ("ss = 50 liters). The relationship between

error in bioavailability estimate (using the concurrent dosing method)

and the rate of distribution is summarized in Table 6–3. Going from

the highest to the lowest intercompartmental transfer clearance

values, error changed from -15.0 to −4.8%. Table 6–3 also gives the

errors occurring with a one-compartment model when its volume of dis

tribution is equal to either 'ss Or W1.
To help explain the results, the relationship between the inter

compartmental transfer clearance values and the AUC-normalized con

centration-time and clearance-time profiles is given in Figure 6–6.
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Table 6–3: Intercompartmental transfer clearance and
percent error in bioavailability estimates with the
concurrent dosing method.
distribution is 50 liters.

The steady-state volume of

Intercompartmental Overall Clearance
Transfer Clearance (liters/min) Percent

(1iters/min) Intravenous Oral Error

2% 0.733 0.858 -14.6
10.0 0.724 0.851 —15.0
3.0 0.705 0.832 —15.2
1.0 0.651 0.763 –14.6
0.3 0.525 0.592 —11.4
0.1 0.416 0.450 –7.6
0.03 0.353 0.371 –4.8

×× 0.319 0.329 –2.6

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the steady-state volume.

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the volume of the central
compartment, 10 liters.
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Figure6–6:Reducingthevalueofthe
intercompartentaltransferclearance hasalargeeffectonthe

AUC-normalizedconcentration-time
(topgraphs)and

clearance-time(bottomgraphs)profilesresultingfromconcurrentadministration
of
intravenoustracer(solidlines)andoral(dashedlines)doses.Thetime— profilesfora

one-compartmentmodelwith
a
volumeof
distribution
of50 1iters(a)aresimilartothosefora

two-compartmentmodel(V1=101jiters and'ss=50liters)whenthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance
is10

liters/min(b).Reducingthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance
to1.0 liter/min(c)causes

a

noticeablereduction
inthedegreeof

superpositioning
of the

AUC-normalizedconcentration-timeprofilesandaninitialdownwardcurvature
inthe
clearance—timeprofile.Furtherreduction
inthe
intercompartmental transferclearance

to0.1liter/mincauses
a
majordeclineintheinitialvalues ofthe

clearance-timecurvewiththetroughnearlycoincidingwiththepeakoral concentration(d).Asaresultofthetendencyfordrugtoremaininthe centralcompartment,
theprofiles
in(d)somewhatresemblethoseobtainedfora

one-compartmentmodelwith
a
volumeof
distribution
of10liters(e).
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Only a single clearance-time profile is shown because drug from the

intravenous tracer dose follows the same clearance-time profile as

drug from the oral dose. The profiles resulting from a one—com—

partment model with a volume of distribution equal to 50 liters

are shown for reference (Figure 6–6a). The profiles resulting

when the value of the intercompartmental transfer clearance is 10

liters/min (Figure 6–6b) are similar to those in Figure 6–6a; and

the degrees of error are also similar. Thus, again it is shown that

when distribution is rapid relative to elimination, the accuracy ex

pected for the one-compartment model is approached.

Reducing the value of the intercompartment transfer clearance

from 10 to 1 liter/min caused noticeable changes in the clearance and

AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles (Figure 6–6c), but there

is relatively little change in the degree of error in the bioavail—

ability estimates because the overall clearances of the intravenous

and oral doses changed proportionally.

The changes in overall clearance can be explained (as in Chapter

4) in terms of changes in the AUC-normalized concentration-time and

clearance-time profiles. The decrease in the intercompartmental

transfer clearance results in a decrease in the degree of superpo

sitioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles. (The

degree of superpositioning is quantified by determining the fraction

of the normalized areas from the intravenous and oral doses which

overlap). This decrease in the degree of superpositioning is mani

fested as an increase in the early area resulting from the intra

venous dose relative to that from the oral dose (top graph in (c)
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compared to top graph in (b) of Figure 6–6). By itself, this change

in the areas would tend to reduce the overall clearance of the

intravenous dose relative to that of the oral dose because the

clearance increases monotonically with time (bottom of Figure 6–6b).

As shown in the bottom of Figure 6–6c, however, reduction in the

value of the intercompartmental transfer clearance also causes the

clearance-time profile to initially decline. This is a result of the

relatively fast buildup of concentration in the central compartment

when the central volume is small (10 liters), allowing for an early

increase in the concentration entering the liver (as described in Fig

ure 4–8). The early reduction in the clearance-time profile compen

sates for the decreased superpositioning because the minimum of this

profile tends to move from the peak intravenous concentration toward

the peak oral concentration (Figure 6–6c). This change in profile

tends to reduce the overall clearance of the oral dose relative to

that of the intravenous dose.

When the value of the intercompartmental transfer clearance is

further decreased, the small volume of the central compartment starts

to become the predominant factor influencing the concentration-time

and clearance-time profiles after intravenous and oral dosing. The

result is a tendency for the clearance-time profile to decline to a

greater extent (Figure 6–6d). Because the lowest clearance values

tend to occur near the peak time of the oral dose, the overall clear

ance of the oral dose is reduced relative to that of the intravenous

dose and error becomes less negative (Equation 3–2). At the lowest

value of intercompartmental transfer clearance used, the degree of
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error is fairly close to that resulting from a one-compartment model

with a volume of distribution of 10 liters (Table 6–3). The AUC

normalized concentration-time and clearance-time profiles for the

one-compartment example are given in Figure 6–6e.

Rate of Distribution ("ss = 250 liters). The relationship between

between error in the bioavailability estimate and the rate of distri

bution following concurrent dosing is given in Table 6–4. Error was

–6.3% at the highest value of intercompartmental transfer clearance

and –14.5% at the lowest. When the one-compartment model was used,

the degree of error was -5.2% at a volume of 50 liters ("ss) and

–14.6% at 250 liters (V1).
Error remained in a relatively small range. As when 'ss was 50

liters, there is a reduction in the degree of superpositioning of

the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles as the distribution

phase becomes more extensive (top of Figure 6-7, parts a-d). Unlike

the simulations done at 50 liters, however, there is no early reduc

tion in the clearance-time profile because the larger volume of the

central compartment prevents the rapid buildup of drug concentration.

As a result, clearance increases monotonically with time and the de

creases in superpositioning resulting from the reduced intercompart

mental transfer clearance causes error to become more negative.
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Table 6–4: Intercompartmental transfer clearance and
percent error in bioavailability estimates with the
concurrent dosing method. The steady-state volume of
distribution is 250 liters.

Intercompartmental Overall Clearance
Transfer Clearance (liters/min) Percent

(liters/min) Intravenous Oral Error

:: 1. 161 1.225 —5.2
10.0 1. 120 1. 196 –6.3
3.0 1.047 1. 139 –8.1
1.0 0.934 1.046 —10.7
0.3 0.823 0.946 —13.1
0.1 0.767 0.893 –14.1
0.03 0.743 0.869 -14.5

×2k 0.733 0.858 –14.6

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the steady-state volume.

*Results for a one-compartment drug having a volume
of distribution equal to the volume of the central
compartment, 50 liters.
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Figure6–7:Decreasingthevalueofthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance causes

a

reduction
inthedegreeof

superpositioning
ofthe
AUC-normalized concentration-timeprofiles(topgraphs)resultingfromconcurrentadministra tionof

intravenoustracer(solidlines)andoral(dashedlines)doses.There isa
relativelyhighdegreeof

superpositioning
oftheprofileswith
a

one-com— partmentmodelwhenthevolumeof
distribution
is250liters(a).Becauseof the

distributionphase,thedegreeof

superpositioning
islowerforatwo-com— partmentmodel(V1=50litersand'ss=250liters)whentheintercom— partmentaltransferclearance

is3
liters/min(b).Furtherdecreases
inthe

intercompartmentaltransferclearancecausefurtherreductions
inthedegree of

superpositioning
asshownwhenitsvalueisreducedto1
11ter/min(c)and (d)0.1liter/min.The

clearance-timeprofiles(bottomgraphs)arealsoinflu encedbythevalueofthe
intercompartmentaltransferclearance,buttheirgen eralshapeis

relativelyunaffectedandtheinitialvalueof
clearance
isthe sameinallcases.
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Extent of Distribution. The relationship between error in the bio

availability estimate for the two-compartment model and the steady

state volume of distribution following concurrent dosing is given in

Figure 6–8. Corresponding values determined with the one-compartment

model are presented for comparison. The relationship between error

and volume of distribution is similar for both models at low volumes,

but at higher volumes, accuracy is better for one-compartment drugs.

At lower volumes of distribution, error is relatively large for both

models because there tends to be poor superpositioning of the AUC

normalized concentration-time profiles, while at the same time, the

clearance-time profile changes over a wide range as shown in Figures

6–9a and 6–10a for the two-compartment and one-compartment models,

respectively. (A single clearance-time profile is shown because drug

from the intravenous tracer dose follows the same clearance-time

profile as drug from the oral dose). As the volume of distribution

increases, and the half-life gets longer, the degree of superposi

tioning increases and error gets smaller (top graphs in Figures 6-9

and 6–10).

Because of the distribution phase, superpositioning of the AUC

normalized concentration-time profiles tends to be less for the two

compartment model (Figure 6–9) than for the one-compartment model

(Figure 6–10). Thus, error tends to be greater for the two-compart

ment model. At the lower volumes of distribution (e.g., when 'ss is

25 liters), however, the degree of superpositioning (and the shapes

of the clearance-time profiles) are reasonably similar and the differ

ence in error between the two models is negligible (Figure 6–8). The
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Figure 6–8: Relationship between the percent error in

bioavailability estimate and volume of distribution when

the concurrent dosing method is used. The solid and

dashed lines connect the values determined with one

compartment and two-compartment models, respectively.

The intercompartmental transfer clearance is 1.0

liter/min.
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Figure 6–9: Increasing the volume of distribution of a two-compartment

model (by increasing V1 and V2 proportionally) results in an increase

in the degree of superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concentration

time profiles, as exemplified in the top graphs which result from

steady-state volumes of 25 (a), 100 (b), and 1000 (c) liters. The

clearance-time profile (bottom graphs) after administration of the

oral dose also changes from one that initially declines to one that

increases monotonically with time. Note the changes in scaling of

the axes in case (c).
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Figure 6–10: Increasing the volume of distribution of a one-compartment

model results in an increase in the degree of superpositioning of the

AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles, as exemplified in the top

graphs which result from volumes of 25 (a), 100 (b), and 1000 (c)

liters. At the two highest volumes of distribution, the degree of

superpositioning is higher with the one-compartment model than with

the two-compartment model having the same (steady-state) volume

(Figure 6–9). The relationship between volume of distribution and

the clearance-time profile is shown in the bottom graphs. Note the

changes in scaling of the axes in case (c).
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greater similarity in the degree of superpositioning at low volumes

is a result of the tendency for the area attributed to the distribu

tion phase to be smaller at low volumes of distribution. The reason

for this was given in the discussion on the relationship between ac

curacy and extent of distribution for the conventional method.

When the volume of distribution is 100 liters, the degree of su

perpositioning is noticeably less for the two-compartment model (top

graph in (b) of Figures 6–9 and 6–10), but the degree of error is not

that different from that for the one-compartment model. As stated

previously, this is a result of the initial decline in clearance

(bottom of Figure 6–9b) which tends to compensate for the reduced

superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles.

As the volume of distribution approaches 1000 liters, however, the

central volume is large enough to prevent the clearance-time profile

of the oral dose from declining early on. Because of this, the

effect of reduced superpositioning is not balanced by a reduction in

the clearance values and error becomes greater with the two-compart

ment model.

SUMMARY

With both the conventional and concurrent dosing methods, distri

bution affects the accuracy of bioavailability estimation for drugs

showing Michaelis-Menten kinetics. When distribution is rapid rela

tive to elimination, accuracy approaches that seen for a one-compart

ment drug whose volume is equal to the steady-state volume. When dis
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tribution is slow, accuracy tends to be near that expected for a drug

with a volume equal to that of the central compartment. Between the

limiting cases of rapid and slow distribution, error changes as a

function of the value of the intercompartmental transfer clearance and

generally is seen as a value intermediate to the errors occurring in

the limiting cases.

For both methods, the relationship between accuracy of the bioa

vailability estimate and the volume of distribution was roughly simi

lar for the one-compartment and two-compartment models. With the con

ventional method, distribution caused increased error at intermediate

volumes and with the concurrent dosing method, distribution resulted

in greater error at intermediate and high volumes. Because of these

differences, the effect of distribution should be taken into account

when assessing the accuracy of bioavailability estimation for any drug

exhibiting a distribution phase, unless the area of this phase is

either relatively small or nearly equal to the total area—under-the

systemic—concentration-time-curve.
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CONCLUSIONS

The conventional method, concurrent dosing method, and the method

of Martis and Levy are each characterized by error in bioavailability

estimation that is dependent on the dose and pharmacokinetic parameters

of the drug being tested. For the conventional and concurrent dosing

methods, the degree of error can be explained in terms of the nature

of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles and clearance-time

profiles after intravenous and oral dosing. For the method of Martis

and Levy, the degree of error can be explained in terms of differences

in the true and estimated clearance-time profiles and the associated

concentration-time profile after oral dosing.

There are certain pharmacokinetic conditions that tend to result

in accurate bioavailability estimation with any of the above methods

for drugs with Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The first condition is

a low degree of metabolic saturation which results in a relatively

constant value of clearance during elimination of the doses. The

second condition is when the rate of absorption is much greater than

the process of elimination. This condition results in a high degree

of superpositioning of the AUC-normalized concentration-time profiles

(conventional and concurrent dosing methods) and a high degree of

superpositioning of the clearance-time profiles (conventional method

and method of Martis and Levy).
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each

3.

The most important characteristics describing the performance of

method are summarized:

The conventional method tends to be accurate when the first-order

absorption rate constant or volume of distribution is large; or

more specifically, when the product of ka" W X QH and absorption

is complete, or nearly so. This method tends to result in very

large underestimates of bioavailability at low values of ka and

W. Error is usually increased greatly when oral absorption is

incomplete.

The concurrent dosing method is most accurate at high values of

first-order absorption rate constant and volume of distribution.

It is also accurate at low values of ka. The absolute error

is rarely greater than 15% under any of the conditions tested

and accuracy can be greatly improved by giving the intravenous

dose with a delay or as a short-term constant-rate infusion.

Error is generally changed little by incomplete absorption.

There is a potential for greatly overestimating bioavailability,

however, when there is a lag time in absorption of drug from the

oral dose.

The method of Martis and Levy is most accurate at high values of

first-order absorption rate constant and volumes of distribution.

It is also relatively accurate at low values of ka but has a

tendency for very large error at intermediate values of either

parameter.
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Drug distribution, as modeled with a single peripheral compart

ment, influences the degree of error of those methods for which it was

tested (the conventional and concurrent dosing methods). Under condi

tions in which distribution is rapid or slow relative to elimination,

however, the errors approach those seen under one-compartment condi

tions with volumes of distribution equal to the steady-state and cen—

tral volumes, respectively. Between these limiting rates of distri

bution, error generally occurs at values intermediate to the errors

occurring in the limiting cases. The relationship between accuracy

and the extent of distribution is similar for the one-compartment

and two-compartment models (with both methods), with error tending

to be somewhat greater for the two-compartment model.
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THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO DETERMINE THE ACCURACY OF BIOAVAILABILITY
DETERMINATION FOR THE METHOD OF CONCURRENT REFERENCE AND TEST
DOSING AND FOR THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD

VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS

DEFINITIONS:
KA = first-order absorption rate constant
AA = amount of drug at absorption site
ORALRATE = rate of oral absorption
INTYPE = designates type of dose (1 iv 2 oral 3 tracer)
CM = number of concentration terms used (4)
OUTCONC = designates whether to print complete output (1 yes 2 no)
COMPARTMENTS = designates if 10BM or 20BM
CLMAX = maximum clearance value
Q = blood flow W = volume P = partition coefficient
VM1 = Wmax KM1 = Km

-

FR = fraction of dose absorbed
RATE = total elimination rate
RATEsys = systemic elimination rate
AEsys = amount eliminated systemically
FTOT = intermediate used in the calculation of bioavailability;

also the final value of bioavailability
AE = total amount eliminated
DT1 = initial step size CHDT = time chosen to change step size

(optional)
DTNEW = new step size

COMMON/PAR/DOSE, KA, AA, ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC, COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10), P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1, KM1,FR,RATE, CLMAX
COMMON/PAR2/RATEsys,AEsys, FTOT, AE
COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT, DTNEW, DT1

OUTPUT ARRAYS FOR ORAL DOSE (definitions given in subprogram)
COMMON/OROUT/OR(10,50)
COMMON/ORO/AREAOR(50), ELIMOR(50), CLIor(50), RATESYSor(50),CLOR(50)

OUTPUT ARRAYS FOR INTRAVENOUS DOSES (defs. given in subprog)
COMMON/BOLUSOUT/B0010,50)
COMMON/BOLUS/AREAB(50), ELIMB(50), CLIb(50),CLB(50)

OUTPUT ARRAYS FOR TRACER DOSES (definitions given in subprog)
COMMON/IVOUT/TRAC(10,8,50)
COMMON/IVO/AREASIV(8,50), ELIMIV(8,50)
COMMON/TRACR/AUCTR(8), CLTR(8), TDELAY (8),TR(8)
DIMENSION FTR(8)

CALCULATED PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
DEFINITIONS:

AREAIW = AUC after iv dosing
CLAVGIW = average clearance (iv)
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CLASTIV = last simulated central cmpt. conc. (iv)
TLASTIV = last simulated time (iv)
AUCORAL = AUC after oral dosing
CLAVGORAL = average clearance (oral)
CLASTORAL, TLASTORAL = last simulated conc. and time (oral)
HALF-LIFE = calculated half-life at TLASTORAL
CPEAK = oral dose peak conc.
TKLAST = last time in which data is stored for output
CPVMAX = maximum "portal" conc. after oral dosing
FMIN = minimum hepatic availability (linear elimination)

COMMON/PKIV/AREAIV, CLAVGIV, CLASTIV, TLASTIV
COMMON/PKORAL/AUCORAL,CLAVGORAL,CLASTORAL, TLASTORAL, HALF

1LIFE, CPEAK, FMIN, TKLAST, CPVMAX

OUTPUT TIME ARRAYS
COMMON/OUTTIME/TIM(50),M(50)

various times, counters, and 20BM parameters
COMMON/PERIOD/T98, TPEAK, TSTOP, TLAST
COMMON/COUNTERS/IBLAST, NLAST
COMMON/TWOCBM/k12,k21,k10, alpha, beta

INTRINSIC CLEARANCE AND BASIC TIME ARRAY
COMMON/INTRIN/CLINT(80000)
COMMON/TBASE/TIMb(1500)

arrays used to hold various concentration values
COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10),CONCLAST (10)

DOUBLE PRECISION KA, AA,0RALRATE,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W, P, WM1,KM1,FR,RATE, AE
DOUBLE PRECISION RATEsys, AEsys,FTOT, CLMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION CLINT,CONC, CONCLAST, DOSE, CPVMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION k10, k12,k21, alpha,beta

PROGRAM CONTROL VARIABLES
set OUTCONT to 1 to print concentrations; set to 2 to skip
OUTCONC=1
set COMPARTMENTS to 1 if 10BM; Set to 2 if 2CBM
COMPARTMENTS=2

the below array of TR(I) values represents various input options
for tracer dosing; set TR(I) to 1 to do an input, to 0 to skip
the options are:
I =1 bolus with no delay
I =2 bolus with delay of 25% of peak time
I=3, 4, 5 delays of 50%, 75% and 100% of peak time
I=6, 7, 8 infusions for 50%, 100%, and 150% of peak time

TR(1)=1
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TR(2)=0
TR(3)=0
TR(4)=0
TR(5)=0
TR(6)=0
TR(7)=0
TR(8)=0

STEP SIZE CONTROL
DT1=0.01
CHDT=50
DTNEW=0.1

VARIOUS PARAMETER INITIALIZATIONS

DOSE = 17829.3
FR = 1.0
KA = 0.02

time after which no more data points are saved for output
TSTOP = 4000.

LIVER PARAMETERS
WM1 = 135.0
KM1 = 10.0
Q(3) = 1.5

first-order elimination calculations
FMIN=Q(3)/(Q(3)+VM1/KM1)
CLMAX=Q(3)*(1-FMIN)

CENTRAL COMPARTMENT PARAMETER VALUES
V(1) = 10
P(1) = 1.0
Q(1) = Q(3)

PERIPHERAL COMPARTMENT PARAMETER VALUES
IF (COMPARTMENTS.EQ.1) GO TO 233

V(2) = 40
P(2) = 1.0
Q(2) = 1.0

IF 20BM, then add peripheral flow to the heptic flow to get Q(1)
Q(1)= Q(1)+Q(2)

TWO-COMPARTMENT MODEL PARAMETER VALUES
k12=Q(2)/(W/1)*P(1))
k21=Q(2)/(V(2)*P(2))
k10=CLMAX/(V(1))
a=1.
b=k12+k21+k10
C=k10*k21
alpha=(b-(bºx2.-4*a*c)**.5)/(2.*a)
beta=(b-(bºx2.-4*a*c)**.5)/(2.*a)
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NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS TERMS
233 CM = 4

PARAMETER OUTPUTS

50 FORMAT(///7HDOSE = ,F14.4)
WRITE (6,50)DOSE

54 FORMAT (5HFR = ,F4.2,9H KA
WRITE (6,54)FR,KA

, F5.3)

58 FORMAT (5HWM = ,F7.2,9H KM
WRITE (6,58)WM1,KM1, FMIN

, F6.2, 11H FMIN = , F5.4)

59 FORMAT (5HDT = , F5.3,17H NEW DT TIME =,F6.2,
113H NEW DT = , F5.3)

WRITE (6,59)DT1, CHDT,DTNEW

"FAST" designates the central compartment, "SLOW" the peripheral
74 FORMAT (8HVFAST = ,F6.2,13H KPFAST = ,F6.2,12H QFAST = ,F6.3

1kilºwo).º.º.
78 FORMAT (8HVSLOW = ,F6.2, 13H KPSLOW = ,F6.2,12H QSLOW = ,F6.3

1)
WRITE(6,78)V(2), P(2), Q(2)

20BM OUTPUTS
IF(COMPARTMENTS.EQ.2) THEN

82 FORMAT(6Hk12 = ,F8.6,9H k21 = ,F8.6,9H k10 = ,F8.6, /
18Halpha = ,F8.6,10H beta = ,F8.6)
WRITE(6,82)k12,k21,k10, alpha, beta
END IF

IF (COMPARTMENTS.EQ.1) THEN
84 FORMAT(/)

WRITE (6,84)
END IF

ROUTINE TO PRODUCE THE TIMES FOR STORING DATA (FOR POTENTIAL
OUTPUT) IN BASIC ARRAY:

creates an array of times with decreasing frequency as time
increases

I = 1
TIMb(I) = 0.0

10 I = I+1
DTIM = 1.0

IF (I.GT.511) THEN
DTIM = 100.

ELSE IF (I.GT.411) THEN
DTIM = 20.0

ELSE IF (I.GT.311) THEN
DTIM = 10.0
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140

150

160

170

172

174

ELSE IF (I.GT. 151) THEN
DTIM = 5.0

else if (I.GT. 101) then
DTIM = 2.0

END IF
TIMb(I)=TIMb(I-1)+DTIM
IF (TIMb(I). LT.4000) GOTO 10

SUBROUTINE CALLS

CALL ORAL

CALL IV

CALL TRACER

CALCULATE BIOAVAILABILITIES AND ERROR IN BIOAVAIL
Conventional method
FAREA is the bioavailability calculated by the conventional
method and ERROR is the error involved
FAREA=FTOT*CLAWGIW/CLAVGORAL
ERROR=100*(FAREA-FTOT)/FTOT

Concurrent Dosing method (eight types of input)
CLTR is the average clearance of a tracer dose

D0 7 I=1,8
IF (TR(I).EQ.0.) GO TO 7
FTR(I)=FTOT*CLTR(I)/CLAVGORAL

CONTINUE

PRINT RESULTS

FORMAT(///)
WRITE (6,140)

ORAL DOSE:

FORMAT(34H ORAL DOSE/)
WRITE (6,150)

FORMAT(" AUC CLavg Clast Tlast HALF-LIFE")
WRITE (6,160)

FORMAT(F10.2,F10.4,3F10.3/)
WRITE (6,170)AUCORAL,CLAVGORAL, CLASTORAL, TLASTORAL, HALFL

1IFE

FORMAT(20H TPEAK CPEAK)
WRITE (6,172)

FORMAT (2F10.3///)
WRITE (6,174) TPEAK, CPEAK
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C IV DOSE:

180 FORMAT(28H IV DOSE/)
WRITE (6,180)

190 FORMAT(4OH AUC CLavg Clast Tlast)
WRITE (6,190)

200 FORMAT(F10.2,F10.4,2F10.3///)
WRITE (6,200)AREAIV, CLAVGIV, CLASTIV, TLASTIV

210 FORMAT(32H BIOAVAILABILITY VALUES/)
WRITE (6,210)

220 FORMAT(37H F(true) F(conv) ERROR )
WRITE (6,220)

-

230 FORMAT(3F12.5,2H x)
WRITE(6,230)FTOT, FAREA, ERROR
WRITE(6,140)

TRACER DOSES:

240 FORMAT (" TRACER DOSES"/)
WRITE (6,240)

250 FORMAT (10H BOLI:/)
WRITE (6,250)

260 FORMAT (50H TDELAY AUCTR CL F x ERROR )
WRITE (6,260)

270 FORMAT (2F10.2,2F10.4, F10.3)
D0 1 I-1,5
IF(TR(I).EQ.0) GO TO 1

WRITE (6,270)TDELAY(I), AUCTR(I), CLTR(I), FTR(I), (FTR(I)-FTOT)/FTOT*
1100

1 continue

280 FORMAT (//14H INFUSIONS:/)
WRITE (6,280)

290 FORMAT (50H INFTIM AUCTR CL F x ERROR )
WRITE (6,290)

300 FORMAT (2F10.2,2F10.4, F10.3)
D0 2 I-6,8
IF(TR(I).EQ.0) GO TO 2
WRITE (6,300) (I-5)*0.5*TPEAK, AUCTR(I), CLTR(I), FTR(I),

1(FTR(I)-FTOT)/FTOT*100
2 CONTINUE

310 FORMAT(///)
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WRITE(6,310)

PRINT VALUES FOR PLOTTING LIMITS

396 format(" VALUES FOR PLOTTING"//)
WRITE(6,396)

398 format(" TIME CPEAK CPVMAX IVMAX CLMAX")
WRITE(6,398)
AVMAX=D0SE/V(1)

400 FORMAT(4(F8.2,3x), F6.4/)
WRITE(6,400) TKLAST, CPEAK, CPVMAX, AVMAX, CLMAX

401 FORMAT("CPEAK(n) IVMAX(n) TRMAX(n) AUCORAL AREAIV
1 AUCTR")
WRITE(6,401)

402 format(3(f8.6,3x),3(f12.2)///)
-

WRITE(6,402)CPEAK/AUCORAL, AVMAX/AREAIV, AVMAX/AUCTR(1), AUCORAL,
1AREAIV,AUCTR(1)

PRINT OUTPUT (for plotting)

408 format(" TIME COR COR(n) CLor CIN CI
1W CIV(n) CLiv CTR CTR(n)")
write (6,408)

410 FORMAT(F6.1,3X, F8.2,3X, F8.6,3X, F6.4,3X, F8.2,3X, F8.2,3X, F8.6,
13X, F6.4,3X, F8.2,3X, F8.6)

DO 450 K=1,50
WRITE(6,410) TIM(K),0R(1,K),0R(1,K)/AUCORAL,CLOR(K),

10R(4,K), B001, K), B001, K)/AREAIV,CLB(K), TRAC(1,1,K),
2TRAC(1,1, K)/AUCTR(1)

450 CONTINUE

460 format(///////)
write (6,460)

END
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SUBPROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF AN IV DOSE
SUBROUTINE IV

MAIN PARAMETERS AND WARIABLES

COMMON/PAR/DOSE,KA,AA,ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC, COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10), P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1,KM1,FR,RATE, CLMAX

COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT,DTNEW, DT1

OUTPUT ARRAYS
DEFINITIONS:

B0(1, I) = central cmpt. conc. B002, I) = peripheral cmpt. conc.
B0(3, I) = hepatic conc. B0(4, I) = portal conc.
AREAB = intermediate value of AUC
ELIMB = intermediate value of AE
CLIb = instantaneous value of INTRINSIC CLEARANCE
CLB = instantaneous value of CLEARANCE

COMMON/BOLUSOUT/B0■ 10,50)
COMMON/BOLUS/AREAB(50), ELIMB(50), CLIb(50),CLB(50)

IV DOSE OUTPUT
COMMON/PKIV/AREAIV, CLAWGIV, CLASTIV, TLASTIV

OUTPUT TIME ARRAYS
TIM = a time designated for output
M = an array counter
COMMON/OUTTIME/TIM(50),M(50)

CONCENTRATION ARRAYS
COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10),CONCLAST (10)

20BM VALUES
COMMON/TWOCBM/k12,k21,k10, alpha, beta

DOUBLE PRECISION KA,AA,0RALRATE, DT,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W, P, WM1,KM1,FR,RATE
DOUBLE PRECISION CONC,CONCLAST,DOSE
DOUBLE PRECISION AUC,AE,CLMAX, T
DOUBLE PRECISION k12,k21,k10, alpha,beta

GLOSSARY FOR CONCENTRATION ARRAYS
CONC(1) = concentration in central compartment
CONC(2)= concentration in peripheral cmpt.
CONC(3)= concentration leaving liver (well-stirred model)
CONC(4)= concentration entering the liver ("portal")

CONCLAST (N)= same as above but from the previous simulation step
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INITIALIZE CONCENTRATION VALUES

DO 15 I=1,0M
CONC(I)=0.0

OTHER INITIALIZATIONS
DEFINITIONS (not given previously):

simulation time
a counter which points to the correct value of
time in which data should be stored. The correct times are
generated in the oral dose subroutine

CMAX = maximum conc. after iv dosing
THEORK = the theoretical terminal rate constant
DT = present step size

K :

AUC=0.0
AE=0.0
T=0.0
ORALRATE=0.0
K=2
CMAX=D0SE/V(1)
DT=DT1
IF(COMPARTMENTS.EQ.1) THEORK=CLMAX/V(1)
IF(COMPARTMENTS.EQ.2) THEORK-beta

INITIALIZE CERTAIN OUTPUT WALUES (set to 0 at T=0)
DO 68 I=1,0M

B0(I, 1)=0.0
CONTINUE
AREAB(1)=0.0
ELIMB(1)=0.0

SIGNIFY INPUT TYPE (separate iv bolus)
INTYPE=1

STARTER ROUTINE FOR IV DOSE INPUT
calculates certain values at the time of dosing

CALL DOSING(T,DT)
CLB(1)=Q(3)*(CONC(1)-CONC(3))/CONC(1)
CLIb(1)=WM1/(KM1+CONC(3))
B0(1,1)=CONC(1)
B0(1,3)=CONC(3)

MAIN SIMULATION LOOP

CALL DOSING SUBROUTINE
CALL DOSING(T,DT)
check if step size should be changed
IF (ABS(T-CHDT). LT.DT/5.) DT=DTNEW
T=T+DT
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UPDATE WARIOUS PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
AUC=AUC+(CONC(1)+CONCLAST(1))/2.*DT
RATE=Q(3)*(CONC(1)-CONC(3))
AE=AE+RATE*DT

STORE VALUES IN OUTPUT ARRAY IF TIME IS CORRECT
IF (ABS(T-TIM(K)). LT. (DT/5.)) THEN

D0 66 I-1,0M
B0(I,K)=CONC(I)

CONTINUE
AREAB(K)=AUC
ELIMB(K)=AE
RATE=Q(3)*(CONC(1)-CONC(3))
CLB(K)=RATE/CONC(1)
º-we■ t&ocGºus■ ºn.)K=K+

-

END IF

TEST FOR END CONDITION
end conditions include approach toward linearity, approaching the
terminal rate constant by 0.5%, and having a concentration
that is less than 0.05% of the initial conc. ALS0, simulation
must go for at least 100 min

IF (KM1. LT.40.*CONC(3).0R.T.LT.100.) GO TO 100
TERMK = the elimination rate Constant at time T
TERMK=LOG(CONCLAST(1)/CONC(1))/DT
IF (ABS((TERMK-THEORK)/THEORK).GT.0.005.0R.CONC(1). GT.0.0005*CMAX)

1GO TO 100

CALCULATE FINAL PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
TLAST=T
TERMK=LOG (CONCLAST(1)/CONC(1))/DT
AREAIV=AUC+CONC(1)/TERMK
AE=AE+CONC(1)*V(1)*P(1)+CONC(2)*V(2)*P(2)
CLAWGIW=AE/AREAIV
CLASTIV=CONC(1)
TLASTIV=TLAST

ZERO UNUSED ARRAY VALUES
IF (K.LT.50) THEN

D0 86 Kl-K+1,50
D0 67 I-1, CM

B0(I,K1)=0.0
CONTINUE
AREAB(K1)=0.0
ELIMB(K1)=0.0
CLIb(K1)=0.0
CLB(K1)=0.0

CONTINUE
END IF
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OUTPUT OF CONCENTRATION DATA AND OTHER WALUES
IF (OUTCONC.EQ.2) GO TO 500

2001 FORMAT(///)
WRITE (6,2001)

1999 FORMAT(26H SEPARATE IV DOSE/)
WRITE (6,1999)

2002 FORMAT(" TIME C(1) C(1n) CL C(2)
1 C(3) CLint AUCn AEn")
WRITE(6,2002)

2003 FORMAT(F6.1, F13.4,3X, F8.6,3X, F7.4,2(F13.4),3X, F9.4,2(4x,
1F7.5))

A1=AREAIV

D0 87 K=1,50
R1=CLIb(K)*B0(3,K)
WRITE(6,2003).TIM (K), B001, K), B001, K)/A1,0LB(K), B002, K),

1 B003,K), CLIb(K), AREAB(K)/A1, ELIMB(K)/D0SE
87 CONTINUE

500 RETURN

END
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SUBPROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF AN ORAL DOSE
SUBROUTINE ORAL

MAIN PARAMETERS AND WARIABLES
COMMON/PAR/DOSE,KA,AA,ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC,COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10), P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1,KM1,FR,RATE, CLMAX
COMMON/PAR2/RATEsys, AEsys, FTOT, AE

COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT, DTNEW, DT1

OUTPUT ARRAYS
DEFINITIONS:

-

OR(1, I) = central cmpt. conc. OR(2, I) = peripheral cmpt. conc.
OR(3, I) = hepatic conc. 0R(4, I)= portal conc.
AREAOR = intermediate value of AUC
ELIMOR = intermediate value of AEsys
CLIor = instantaneous INTRINSIC CLEARANCE
RATESYSor = instantaneous RATEsys
CLOR = instantaneous clearance

COMMON/OROUT/OR(10,50)
COMMON/ORO/AREAOR(50), ELIMOR(50), CLIor(50), RATESYSor(50),

1CLOR(50)

OUTPUT TIME ARRAYS
COMMON/OUTTIME/TIM(50),M(50)

ORAL OUTPUT WALUES
COMMON/PKORAL/AUCORAL,CLAVGORAL, CLASTORAL, TLASTORAL, HALF

1LIFE, CPEAK, FMIN, TKLAST, CPWMAX

BASIC STORAGE ARRAYS for storing potential output
DIMENSION COR(10,1500), AREA(1500), ELIM■ 1500), CLI (1500),

1RATESY (1500), CLEAR(1500)
TIME WALUES FOR BASIC ARRAYS

COMMON/TBASE/TIMb(1500)

INTRINSIC CLEARANCE ARRAY
COMMON/INTRIN/CLINT(80000)

counters, times, 20BM parameters
COMMON/COUNTERS/IBLAST, NLAST
COMMON/PERIOD/T98, TPEAK, TSTOP, TLAST
COMMON/TWOCBM/k12,k21,kl0, alpha, beta

CONCENTRATION ARRAYS
COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10), CONCLAST (10)
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15

16

DOUBLE PRECISION DOSE,KA,AA,ORALRATE, DT,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W, P.,VM1,KM1,FR,RATE
DOUBLE PRECISION CONC,CONCLAST, CLINT,CPVMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION RATEsys, AEsys, FTOT, CLMAX
DOUBLE PRECISION AUC,AE, dAUC, F,CL,T
DOUBLE PRECISION k12, k21,k 10, alpha, beta

INITIALIZE CONCENTRATION VALUES

DO 15 I=1,0M
CONC(I)=0.0

INITIALIZE CERTAIN OUTPUT WALUES to 0 at T= 0
D0 16 I-1, CM

COR(I, 1)=0.0
AREA(1)=0.0
ELIM■ 1)=0.0
RATESY (1)=0.0

OTHER INITIALIZATIONS

RATEsys = 0.0
AEsys = 0.0
FTOT = 0.0
DT =DT1

AUC=0.0
AE=0.0
AA=D0SE
ORALRATE=0.0
T=0.0

below 3 values are set to -1 to designate they have not been
changed yet

TPEAK=-1.0
CPEAK=-1.0
CPVMAX=-1.0

IF(COMPARTMENTS.EQ.1) THEORK=MIN(CLMAX/V(1),KA)
IF(COMPARTMENTS.EQ.2) THEORK=MIN(beta,KA)

SIGNIFY ORAL DOSE FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION ROUTINE
INTYPE=2

BASIC ARRAY COUNTER; keeps track of number of time points
with associated values that have been placed in the basic
output array

IB=2
IBLAST=2

ITERATION COUNTER
N=1

STARTER ROUTINE FOR ORAL DOSE produces initial values at time of
dosing and stores them for output
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CALL DOSING(T,DT)
CLEAR(1)=Q(3)*(CONC(4)-CONC(3))/CONC(4)
CLI (1)=VM1/(KM1+CONC(3))
COR(3,1)=CONC(3)
COR(4,1)=CONC(4)

MAIN SIMULATION LOOP

CALL DOSING(T,DT)
IF (ABS(T-CHDT). LT.DT/5.) DT=DTNEW
T=T+DT
N=N-1

UPDATE WARIOUS PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
DEFINITIONS (not yet given):
dAUC = change in AUC during an interal
CLINT = intrinsic clearance
CL = instantancous clearance
F = instantaneous hepatic availability

dAUC=(CONC(1)+CONCLAST(1))/2.*DT
AUC=AUC+dAUC
RATE=Q(3)*(CONC(4)-CONC(3))
CLINT(N-1)=RATE/((CONC(3)+CONCLAST(3))/2.)
AE=AE+RATE*DT
F=CONC(3)/CONC(4)
FTOT=FTOT+F*ORALRATE*DT/DOSE
CL=Q(3)*(1-F)
AEsys=AEsys+CL*dAUC
RATEsys=CL*dAUC/DT

FIND PEAK TIME (TPEAK) AND CONCENTRATION (CPEAK)
IF (CONCLAST (1). GT.CONC(1). AND.TPEAK.EQ.-1.0) THEN

TPEAK=T-DT
CPEAK=CONCLAST(1)

END IF
FIND PEAK HEPATIC INPUT CONC. (PORTAL)

IF (CONCLAST (4). GT.CONC(4). AND.CPWMAX.EQ.-1.0) CPVMAX=CONCLAST (4)

STORE WALUES IN BASIC ARRAY; store time points and associated
data at the times specified by the main program
IF (ABS(T-TIMb(IB)). LT.DT/5.AND. IBLAST.EQ.2) THEN

dont store points if TxTSTOP min or if CONC. is less than 5%
of peak CONC.

IF (ABS(T-TSTOP). LT.DT/5.0) IBLAST=IB-1
IF (CONC(1). LT.0.05°CPEAK) THEN

IBLAST= IB-1
TKLAST=T

END IF
D0 180 I-1, CM
COR(I, IB)=CONC(I)

AREA(IB)=AUC
ELIMOIB)=AEsys
CLI(IB)=CLINT (N-1)
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RATESY (IB)=RATEsys
CLEAR(IB)=CL
IB= IB+1

END IF

C END CONDITIONS: same as for iv dose but additionally, at
C least 99% of the dose must be removed from the absorption site

IF (AA/DOSE.GT.0.01.0R.KM1. LT.40.*CONC(3)) GO TO 100
TERMK=LOG (CONCLAST(1)/CONC(1))/DT
IF (ABS((TERMK-THEORK)/THEORK).GT.0.005.0R.CONC(1)/CPEAK

1.GT.0.0005) GO TO 100

C FINAL PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES

103 TLAST=T
TERMK=LOG (CONCLAST(1)/CONC(1))/DT
AEsys=AEsystCONC(1)*V(1)*P(1)+CONC(2)*V(2)*P(3)+FMIN*AA
AUCORAL=AUC+CONC(1)/TERMK
CLAVGORAL=AEsys/AUCORAL
FTOT=FR" (FTOT+FMIN*AA/DOSE)
CLASTORAL=CONC(1)
TLASTORAL=TLAST
IF (IBLAST.EQ.2) IBLAST= IB-1
HALFLIFE=-(.69315*DT/LOG (CONC(1)/CONCLAST(1)))

C CONVERT BASIC ARRAY TO OUTPUT ARRAY; routine chooses 50 times and
C their associated values from the basic array for printing

D0 483 K=1,50
IF (K.EQ.1) THEN

SP = 1.
ELSE IF (K.LT. 11. AND.K.G.T. 1.) THEN

SP = SP+1.
ELSE IF (K.G.T. 10. AND.K.GT.1) THEN

SP = SP+(IBLAST-10.)/40.
END IF

M(K)=INT (SP)
TIM(K)=TIMb(M(K))

D0 482 I-1,0M
482 OR(I,K)=COR(I,M(K)

AREAOR(K)=AREA(M(K
ELIMOR(K)=ELIMOMOK
CLIor(K)=CLI(M(K))
CLOR(K)=CLEAR(M(K)
RATESYSor(K)=RATESY (M(K))

483 R1=RATESYSor(K)

)
))|

C PRINT CONCENTRATIONS
IF (OUTCONC.EQ.2) GO TO 500

2001 FORMAT(///)
WRITE (6,2001)

1999 FORMAT(26H ORAL DOSE/)
WRITE (6, 1999)
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2002 format (" TIME C(1) C(1n) CL C(2)
1 C(3) CLint AUCn AEn Cin")

WRITE (6,2002)

2003 flººrs...º.º.º.º.º.º.º.o.º.º.º.º.º.º.1F13.4
A1=AUCORAL

D0 484 K=1,50
WRITE(6,2003)TIM(K),0R(1,K),0R(1,K)/A1, CLOR(K),0R(2,K),

1 OR(3,K), CLIor(K), AREAOR(K)/A1, ELIMOR(K)/AEsys, OR(4,K)
484 CONTINUE

500 RETURN

END
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SUBPROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF TRACER DOSES
SUBROUTINE TRACER

NOTE: For simplicity, the tracer dose size is the same as the
oral dose size in these simulations. The tracer "effect" is
obtained by using the intrinsic clearances generated by the
concentrations from the oral dose alone to control elimination
the tracer.

MAIN PARAMETERS
COMMON/PAR/DOSE, KA,AA,ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC,COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10),P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1,KM1,FR,RATE, CLMAX

COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT,DTNEW, DT1

IV INFUSION VALUES
DEFINITIONS:
TINF = infusion time RINF = infusion rate
TDELA = bolus delay time
ND = (defined below)
L = counter that corresponds to different iv inputs

COMMON/INF/TINF, RINF, TDELA, ND, L

OUTPUT STORAGE ARRAYS
DEFINITIONS:
TRAC(1,L,I) = central cmpt. conc TRAC(2,L,I) = peripheral conc
TRAC(3,L,I) = hepatic conc TRAC(4,L,I) = portal conc
AREASIW = intermediate value of AUC
ELIMIV = intermediate value of AE
AUCTR = a final value of AUC
CLTR = a final value of average CLEARANCE
TDELAY = an input delay or an infusion time
TR = a flag which designates a certain type of input when

it is set to 1 (see Main Program from designations)

COMMON/IVOUT/TRAC(10,8,50)
COMMON/IVO/AREASIV(8,50), ELIMIV(8,50)
COMMON/TRACR/AUCTR(8), CLTR(8), TDELAY (8),TR(8)

gºalºw.airtºwtºrº).CLOR(50

INTRINSIC CLEARANCE STORAGE
COMMON/INTRIN/CLINT (80000)

TIME OUTPUT ARRAYS
COMMON/OUTTIME/TIM(50),M(50)

COUNTERS, TIMES, AUC of oral dose
COMMON/COUNTERS/IBLAST, NLAST
COMMON/PERIOD/T98, TPEAK, TSTOP, TLAST
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COMMON/PKORAL/AUCORAL

CONCENTRATION ARRAYS
COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10),CONCLAST (10)

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION
DIMENSION CMAX(8)

DOUBLE PRECISION DOSE, KA,AA,0RALRATE, DT,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W, P, WM1,KM1,FR,RATE,T
DOUBLE PRECISION CONC,CONCLAST, CLINT, AUC,AE

DOSE LOOP for eight types of tracer input as
specified in MAIN PROGRAM

D0 5 L-1,8
IF (TR(L).EQ.0) GO TO 5

IV BOLUS (for L less than or equal to 5)
Logic for iv bolus delays
ND is the number of simulation steps that have occured for the

oral dose simulation at the time of the specified iv. dose
input. This variable coordinates elimination of the iv and
oral doses.
DT=DT1
ND=(0.25*(L-1)*TPEAK/DT)+1
IF (L.LE.5) THEN

TDELA=(ND-1)*DT
TDELAY (L)=TDELA
T=TDELA

IF (TDELA.G.E.CHDT) THEN
ND=CHDT/DT+(TDELA-CHDT)/DTNEW+1
DT =DTNEW

END IF
TINF=0.0
TMAX=-1.0
K=1
IF (TDELA.EQ.0.0) GO TO 75

UPDATE OUTPUT ARRAY COUNTER "K" until it designates a time
greater than TDELAY

IF(TIM(K). LT.TDELA) THEN
K=K+1
GO TO 60

END IF

ZERO OUTPUT VALUES BEFORE DOSING DELAY
DO 70 J-1, K-1

D0 71 I-1, CM
TRAC(I,L,J)=0.0

AREASIV(L, J)=0.0
ELIMIV(L, J)=0.0
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70 CONTINUE

ZERO OUTPUT VALUES IF TIME OF DOSING FALLS ON AN OUTPUT TIME
IF (TIM(K).EQ.TDELA) THEN

D0 72 I-1, CM
72 TRAC(I,L,K)=0.0

AREASIV(L,K)=0.0
ELIMIV (L,K)=0.0

END IF

D0 IV INFUSION IF L-5
ELSE IF (L.GT.5) THEN

ND=1
TDELA=0.0
T=TDELA
TDELAY (L)=0.0
TINF=(0.5*(L-5)*TPEAK)
TMAX=-1.0

ºf-witnºK=

ZERO OUTPUT WALUES AT T-0
DO 77 I=1,0M

77 TRAC(I,L,K)=0.0
AREASIV(L,K)=0.0
ELIMIV (L, K)=0.0

END IF

INITIALIZE CONCENTRATION VALUES

75 DO 15 I=1,0M
15 CONC(I)=0.0

INITIALIZE OTHER PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES

AUC=0.0
AE=0.0
ORALRATE=0.0

SIGNIFY TRACER DOSE TO DIFFERENTIAL EQN. SUBROUTINE
INTYPE=3

SIMULATION STARTER (iv bolus doses only)
IF(L.LE.5) CALL DOSING(T,DT)
IF(L.LE.5.AND.TDELA.EQ.TIM(K)) THEN

TRAC(1,L,K)=CONC(1)
TRAC(3,L,K)=CONC(3)

END IF

MAIN SIMULATION LOOP

CALL DOSING SUBROUTINE
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IF(T.EQ.0.) K=2
80 CALL DOSING(T,DT)

IF (ABS(T-CHDT). LT.DT/5.) DT=DTNEW
T=T+DT
ND=ND+1

C UPDATE PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
AUC=AUC+(CONC(1)+CONCLAST(1))/2.*DT
RATE=Q(3)*(CONC(1)-CONC(3))
AE=AE+RATE*DT

C STORE VALUES IN OUTPUT ARRAY IF TIME IS CORRECT
IF (ABS(T-TIM(K)). LT. (DT/5.)) THEN

D0 81 I=1,0M
81 TRAC(I,L,K)=CONC(I)

AREASIV(L,K)=AUC
ELIMIV(L,K)=AE
K=K+1

END IF

C CALCULATE MAXIMUM CONC.
IF(CONCLAST (1). GT.CONC(1). AND.TMAX.EQ.-1.) THEN

CMAX(L)=CONCLAST(1)
TMAX=T-DT

END IF

C END CONDITIONS
IF (CONC(1). LT.CMAX(L)*0.00001) GO TO 888
IF (T. LT.TLAST) GO TO 80

C CALCULATE FINAL PHARMACOKINETIC VALUES
888 TERMK=LOG (CONCLAST(1)/CONC(1))/DT

AUC=AUC+CONC(1)/TERMK
AE=AE+CONC(1)*V(1)*P(1)+CONC(2)*V(2)*P(2)
AUCTR(L)=AUC
CLTR(L)=AE/AUC

C ZERO UNUSED ARRAY ELEMENTS
IF (K.LT.50) THEN

D0 83 K1=K+1,50
D0 84 I-1,0M

84 TRAC(I,L,K1)=0.0
AREASIV(L,K1)=0.0
ELIMIV (L, K1)=0.0

83 CONTINUE
END IF

5 CONTINUE

C OUTPUT OF DATA
IF(OUTCONC.EQ.2) GO TO 500
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1999 FORMAT(///27H TRACER DOSE DELAY = ,F8.3/)
2001 FORMAT(///27H TRACER DOSE INFUS = ,F8.3/)
2002 FORMAT(" TIME C(1) C(1n) CL C(2)

1 C(3) CLint AUCn AEn")
2003 FORMAT(F6.1,F13.4,3X,F8.6,3X,F7.4,2(F13.4),3X,F9.4,2(4x, F7.5))

D0 39 L=1,8
IF(TR(L). EQ.0) GO TO 39
IF (L.LE.5) THEN

TX=TDELAY (L)
WRITE(6, 1999)TX

ELSE IF (L.GT.5) THEN
TX=0.5*(L-5)*TPEAK
WRITE (6,2001)TX

END IF
WRITE (6,2002)

DO 87 K=1,50
R1=TRAC(3,L,K)*CLIor(K)

fººdtºº).1 CLOR(K), TRAC(2,L,K), TRAC(3,L,K),
2 CLIor(K), AREASIV(L,K)/AUCTR(L), ELIMIV (L,K)/AE

87 CONTINUE
39 CONTINUE

500 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE DOSING(T,DT)

MAIN PARAMETERS AND WARIABLES
COMMON/PAR/DOSE,KA, AA, ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC, COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10),P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1,KM1,FR,RATE, CLMAX
COMMON/PAR2/RATEsys, AEsys, FTOT, AE

COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT,DTNEW, DT1

INTRAVENOUS INFUSION VALUES
COMMON/INF/TINF, RINF, TDELAY,ND,L

INTRINSIC CLEARANCE ARRAY
COMMON/INTRIN/CLINT(80000)

CONCENTRATION ARRAYS
COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10),CONCLAST (10)

DOUBLE PRECISION DOSE, KA,AA,0RALRATE, DT,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W, P, WM1,KM1,FR,RATE,T
DOUBLE PRECISION RATEsys, AEsys, FTOT
DOUBLE PRECISION CONC,CONCLAST, CLINT

BEFORE CALCULATING NEW CONCENTRATIONS, STORE AS CONCLAST(I)
D0 93 I-1,0M

CONCLAST(I)=CONC(I)
93 CONTINUE

INPUT INTO CENTRAL COMPARTMENT and calculation of CONC(1)
input separate iv bolus dose at time 0
IF (T.EQ.0.0.AND. INTYPE.EQ.1) CONC(1)=D0SE/V(1)

IF (INTYPE.EQ.3) THEN
input tracer bolus dose
IF (T.EQ.TDELAY. AND.L.LE.5) CONC(1)=D0SE/V(1)
input tracer infusion dose
IF (L.GT.5. AND. (DOSE-RINF"T).G.T.RINF-DT) CONC(1)=CONC(1)+

1RINF-DT/V(1)
IF (L.GT.5.AND. (DOSE-RINFAT).LE.RINF-DT.AND. (DOSE-RINFAT)

1.G.T.O.) THEN
CONC(1)=CONC(1)+(DOSE-RINFAT)/V(1)

D IF
END IF

ORAL DOSE FIRST-ORDER (INPUT RATE)
IF (INTYPE.EQ.2) THEN

ORALRATE=AA*(1-EXP(-KA*DT))/DT
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IF(CONCLAST(3).GT.O.) AA=AA-ORALRATE*DT
END IF

SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE NEW CONCENTRATION IN EACH ORGAN
CALL DIFFEQ(T,DT)

RETURN

END
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784

SUBPROGRAM DIFFEQ
SUBROUTINE DIFFEQ(T,DT)

MAIN PARAMETERS AND WARIABLES
COMMON/PAR/DOSE,KA,AA,ORALRATE, INTYPE, CM, OUTCONC, COMPARTMENTS
COMMON/ARRAYS/Q(10), W(10),P(10)
COMMON/PAR1/WM1,KM1,FR,RATE

IV INFUSION VALUES
COMMON/INF/TINF, RINF, TDELAY,ND,L

COMMON/TIMZ/CHDT,DTNEW, DT1

INTRINSIC CLEARANCE ARRAY
COMMON/INTRIN/CLINT(80000)

COMMON/CONCS/CONC(10),CONCLAST (10)
DIMENSION DCDT (10)

DOUBLE PRECISION DOSE,KA,AA,ORALRATE, DT,CHDT,DTNEW, DT1
DOUBLE PRECISION Q, W,P, WM1,KM1,FR,RATE,T
DOUBLE PRECISION CONC,CONCLAST, CLINT,DCDT, A,B,CC

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR THE CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CMPTS.
IF (T.EQ.0.) GO TO 784
DCDT (1)=(Q(3)*CONC(3)+Q(2)*CONC(2)-Q(1)*CONC(1))/(W/1)*P(1))
IF (COMPARTMENTS.EQ.2.) DCDT (2)=Q(2)*(CONC(1)-CONC(2))/

1(V(2)*P(2))

CALCULATE NEW CONCENTRATIONS IN CENTRAL (AND PERIPHERAL) CMPTS.
CONC(1)=CONC(1)+DCDT (1)*DT
IF (COMPARTMENTS.EQ.2.) CONC(2)=CONC(2)+DCDT(2)-DT

WELL-STIRRED MODEL EQUATION used to calculate concentration
leaving the liver
IF (INTYPE.NE.3) THEN

A=Q(3)
CONC(4)=CONC(1)+FR*ORALRATE/Q(3)
B=(VM1+Q(3)*KM1-Q(3)*CONC(4))
CC=-CONC(4)*KM1*Q(3)
CONC(3)=(-B+(B**2-4*A*CC)**0.5)/(2*A)

for the tracer dose, use intrinsic clearance from concurrently
administered oral dose, CLINT (ND), to calculate conc. leaving
the liver
ELSE IF (INTYPE.EQ.3) THEN

E gº-ºoºoººyºº.cuno)ND I

RETURN

END

--
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